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AMONG THE FARMERS.

JONISS,

C.

Smith & Machinist,

Μ A INK.
"SPEED THE PLOW."
SOUTH PARIS,
M tnufacturerof general machtnery, eteam en
and tool*,
machinery
.. mill work, spool
drill* made and CorrceuontIt-nce on practical agricultural toplcb
t->. «et -κ ri'wj, tape, die* an·!
le eoUctled
AiUlreee all communications InSewing, mowtuK and threshing mar· c ilretl
tended for thin department to Henry D.
:m"4, pump* of all kinds, preesea, «une, pie
Editor Oxford DemAgricultural
Havmokd,
reand
promptly
t,.knives. traps, etc., neatly
ocrat, Parlf. Me.
itied. Steam an<l water piping done to order

I.BKKT D. PARK.

»

The

Auctioneer,

Licensed

>|SBEE A PARKER,

I»

Attorney* and Counsellors at Law,
MAINE.
MrORD FALLS,
A Special Collection Department.
Ralph T. Parke
lieorjçe 1>. Κ Ν bee,
Kl

BUCK,

L.

Surgeon Dentist,

MAINE.

SOUTH PARIS,
All my beat work

warranted.

JONES,

II. P.

|^K.

Dentist,
MAINE.

NORWAY,
Office Hour»—!* to 13— 1 to 4.

WOODBURY, A.M., M.D.,

j JOKAllO

Physician

& Surgeon,
MAINE.

SOUTH PARIS,
Office and residence, 12
».

|4'

Attorney at Law,
MAINE

Collectk n* a ape :.a.t,

Home Bloc*.

jJ

KRRICK A PARK,

Attorneys at Law,

MAINE.
E'.lerj C. Park

BETHEL,

lUon E. Herrkk.

\

»HN S.

j

High Street.

SMITH,

NORWAY,

HARLOW,

Attorney at Law,

MAINS.

DlXFlKLD,

PORTLAAD IHYIMH.V

Κ educed Kate. F;»re $1.»·»), Portland
staterooms 51.00 to $1.50.
tu Boston,
Portsteamers leave Fraukliu wharf,
land, aud India wharf, Boston, daily except Sunday at Τ 1*. M.
Freight always as low as other lines.
Com
All freight via the steamers of this
Fire aud Marine
jKiny is insured against
Risk.

J. F. Lisco.mb, Agent,
W hart, Portland, Me.

Franklin

Calvin Austin, V. P. & Gen'l.
Manager.

A. H. Hansco.m, G. P. & T. A.
General otHces Foster's Wharf,
Boston, Mass.

ι-:, w.

Builders' Finish !
I will furnish
siae or -Style ut

DOORS and WINDOWS of any
reasonable price*.

Aisu Window & Ooor Frames.

If hi w:«ntof any ktn<t of Finish for Inside or
line Lum
•utsl-ic wurk. «end In your order*
h tml ChMii fur ('ash.
—

Planing, Sawing and Job Work.
V

.tclie·'.

Hard Wood i'loor Boards for *ale.

h.

w.

Sumner.

'·' »;**

(ηπι»ι,ι:κ,
Muti-e.

.....

Heavy Team Horses.
I have several

!

for sale.

rses

worked

cen

hauling logs.

These horses have

through

the

Also two

winter
three

or

just received,
good driving horses.

i urs of fresh

al»o \e\eral

work

pairs of large

horses

Wheeler,

W J

South Paris, Me.

Livery Stock for Sale !

ιο

1

20 horses, two-seated carriages,
top buggies, 4 surries, 4 bicycle !

carriages (open),

1

nice three seated

wagon, harness, whips, robes,
Will lease stable to run livery busiThis is a nice, clean livery
ness.
No
stock and excellent opening.
on easy terms.
sell
Will
competition.
F. B. FOGG,
South Paris.

May

etc.

1

3, 1903.

Hume TbkjihoM Call. liKt-Λ.
Andrews Huum1 Stable Call, NU-1'.ί.

Picture Frames

and Pictures,
Mats, Mirrors
&

Mouldings s»>!U.

High Gade Portrait Work
in

Crayon, Water color,

Sepia

and Oil

a

specialty.

Satisfaction Guaranteed.

L. M. TUFTS,

SOUTH PARIS,

Nichols St..

;

Black Stallion,

DECORATE,
"Every Inch

By

Dare

Devil,

a

King."

record

2:09·

Dam, Jewel, dam of Lord March,
t 1-2, and Point Dexter, 2 :2i 1-2.
2
Send for circular.

W. J Wheeler,
South Paris,

Maine

For Sale.
Forty

tons of

hay.

HUDSON KNIGHT,
South Paris, Maine.

SALESMEN WANTED S&S:

Salary or
In Oxford ami agacent counties.
commlaalon. Adilree·
THK VICTOR OIL COMPANY.
Cleveland, Oh'o

We Do all Kinds of....
JOB PRINTING.
Atwood A Forbw, South Piria.
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of

Coarse

Fodders

in

The coarse fodders of the farm adapted
for use in wiuter feeding may be divided
into the hays of grasses and clovers,
the straws of the cereal grains, corn
fodder and stover, and the succulent
feeds, such as ensilage and roots.
The majority of farmers depend mainly on the hays of our common grasses
to supply coarse feed to their herds.
Much of this fodder is cut over ripe, or
is made up of the poorer grasses, and is
not adapted for feeding milch cows.
Care should be taken to save the best,
early cut hay, for cows giving milk;
while the poorer grade of hay should be
fed to horses, dry stock, or young animals.
The growing of clovers with our comuse of early cut
mon grasses, or the
hays or rowen is of great advantage in
Timothy hay alone, unless
dairying.
cut very early, is of little value in milk
production. It should be used in feeding horses or dry cattle, or sold in the
markets. Some farmers make a practice of selling timothy and buying mixed
hays with a libeial proportion of clover.
The Maine farmer, as a rule, is fortunate,
because most of the soils of the state
are well adapted to clover and the finer
Wherever dairying is practiced
grasses.
these should be grown in preference to

Terms Moderate.
I

Place

Dairying;.

MAINE.

SOUTH PARIS,

NUMBER 4.
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γ

Democrat.

Oxford

much more apt to come from the
absorption of odors by the milk, in case
ensilage is left in the stable during milking time, than from the ensilage eaten
by the cow.
Too much reliance is often placed on
the coarse fodders by dairymen. The
cow that is producing a full How of milk
is a hard worked animal and should have
her feed in a palatable, easily digested
form. The feeding of large quantities
of tough, woody fodders not only taxes
the energies of the animal to digest it
but such materials do not furnish a food
well suited to milk production. The
clovers and other legumes, and rowen
hay may be relied on to quite an extent.
As these supply more protein than
most coarse fodders, less of the protein
grain feeds will need to be used. Most
of the coarse fodders are very one-sided
—that is, they supply an excess of carbonaceous materials but are lacking in
protein. This means that all of the
coarse fodders except clover and similar
plants need to be fed with considerable
quantities of grains rich in protein. The
liberal use of such grain feeds as cotton
seed, linseed and gluten meals is quite
essential in order to obtain the best
results where the coarse fodders are
mainly corn ensilage, stover, hay of
grasses or the straw of cereal crops.—
Cor. in Maine Bulletin of December.
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Docking and Tight Check Reins.
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•lered upon tenderness, again speaking
In Indian.
Beverley clutched the disk as soon as

CONTINUED.]
"Still!**
Beverley tried to rise, uttering a
Blecpy ejaculation under his lireatli.
"No talk!" hissed Long llair. "Still!"
Tla-re was something in his voice
that not only swept the last film of
Bleep nut of Beverley's brain. I»ut made
jr pffectly dear to him 11i:i! a very
imp"riant bit of eraftluc&s was l>eing
performed. Just what its nature was,

it gleam in the starlight.
"White man going to liave little girl
for liis s<|U«\v, eli ?"
"Yes, yes," cried Beverley without
aearing Ills own voice. lie was trying
:o open the locket. hut his hands were
numb and trembling. When at last he
did open it he could not see the child
face within, for now even the starlight
was shut off by a scudding black clond.
"Little girl saved Long Hair's life.
je saw

however, he could not surmise. One
was obvious. Long llair did not
wish the other Indians to know of the
he was making.
1'eftly he
move

thing

Long Hair save vhite warrior for litth
The Secretary of War has issued an
gin."
of
horses
the
docking
order forbidding
BevΛ dignity which was almost noble ac
used in the army, and President Roose- slipped the blankets from around
companied these simple sentences
velt announces that no horses with dock- erley and cut the thongs at his ankles.
"Still!" he whispered. "Come "long."
ed tails will be admitted to the stables
Long Hair stood proudly erect like t
of the White House. The Marquise de
l*nder such cireumstnnccs a <*ompecolossal statue in the dimness.
Fontenoy writes:
The great truth dawned upon Bever
tent mind acts with lightning celerity,
It may be of interest to state that in
that here was a characteristic act
now undcrstoo<l that Kong
r.everley
ley
Europe there is no more strenuous op- Hair was stealing him away from the He knew that ail Indian rarely failed
World
in
the
Old
ponent of the practice
timothy.
villain to repay a kindness or an injury, stroko
who as mas- other savages and that the big
Au important point in handling the than the Duke of Portland,
for stroke, when opportunity offered.
meant to cheat them out of their part
ter of the horse to King Edward, is the
is
cut
them
to
clover
and
early.
grasses
"Wait here a little while." Long Hair
of the latter's house- of the lvward. Along with this discovThe composition and the digestibility principal dignitary
hold and in supreme control of the ery came a fresh gleam of hope. It said. and. without lingering for reply,
are two of the leading factors in deterof the British sovereign. There would lie far easier to escape from one turned away and disappeared in the
mining the value of fodder. Of these stables
few better sportsmen in the United Indian than from nearly a score. Al- wood. Beverley was free to run if he
two factors the digestibility, together are
who maintains
with the ease of digestion, is the most Kingdom than this peer,
ready lie was planning or trying tn wished to. and the thought did surge
one of the finest racing studs in Europe,
restraining
across his mind, but a
soiue way by which he could kill
important. The digestibility of a feed
plan
of
ribbon
the
blue
off
twice
carried
has
has commonly been measured by the
Long I lair when they should reach a something like a hand laid upon him
and
the
who,
turf
the
Derby,
winning
by
;>eiventage of the various nutrients exwould not let his limbs move. Down
at the safe distance from the sleeping camp.
tracted from it, duriug the process of although he never bets, figures
the thing be done? A
how
could
But
the
as
deep in his heart a calm voice seemed
of
highest
end
year
every
digestion. This alone does not indicate winner nearly
which
of
his
to be repeating Long Hair's Indian senthey
with
hands
though
man
tied,
of
stakes,
penny
every
the proportion available for the building
the Duchess in building are in front of him, is in no excellent
tence, "Wait here a little while."
of bodily tissues aud milk. The fuse of is employed by
holds views condition to
A few minutes later Long Hair remust be reckoned as an impor- almshouses. The Duchess
eojw with a free and stalas pronounced as his own on the wart
turned bearing two guns, Beverley's
tant factor in the value of any fodder. quite
savage armed to the teeth. Still
and throughout the
That part of the energy of the food re- subject of docking,
Beverley's spirits rose with every rod and his own, the latter a superb weapseen
be
driving about of distance that was added to their on given him by Hamilton, lie afterquired to make the food available is of season may
unit London magnificent horses with
no use in forming animal products,
ward explained that he had brought
free from all bearing slow progress.
follows therefore that those fodders dockecl tails and
and
Their «μγΛ» was nearly parallel with these, with their bullet pouches
which require a large amount of work reins. With regard to the latter the
of concealDuke, in his capacity as master of the that of the stream, but slightly con- powder horns, to a place
ou the part of the animal, to make their
ment near by before lie awoke Iiever·
food materials available, are of less value horse, issues each year at the beginning verging with it, and after they had
season a strongly worded
than those which are digested with great- of the London
gone about a furlong they reached the 1ermetOne reason why earlier cut appeal" in the Times and other great
ease.
er
Here Long Hair stopped and,
bank.
newspapers, protesting without a word, cut the thongs from
hays are more valuable than those cut ropolitanthedaily
for
reins
of
use
bearing
tight
have
iu tbe seed stage is that the former
against
was astounddemand has the Beverley's wrists. This
from 10 per cent to 1Λ per cent more of carriage horses. Ilis
who ing. The young man could scarcely resensible
all
of
people,
while
conapproval
their total nutrients digested,
when he de- alize It, nor was he ready to act.
siderable more of the energy of the late cordially agree with him
and tight bearing
"Swim water," Long Hair said in a
that
clares
work
the
ill-applied
to
is
cut hay
perform
required
murmur
barely audible.
of digesting the tough woody materials, reins give a vulgar and ridiculous ap- guttural
other
in
"Swim!"
which make up the greater part of such pearance to turnouts that may
horses
respects be faultless. Carriage
have.
Again it was necessary for Beverin all conscience
Many farmers utilize such feeds as oat are hard worked enough,
ley's mind to act swiftly and with pru
a
and
London
tight
the
season,
aud wheat straw in feeding cows. Rye during
within hailadds a hundredfold to their dcnce. The camp was yet
straw is too hard and tough and is sel- bearing rein
false move now would
A
distance.
ing
distress.
to
their
and
labors
dom relished by animals. The straw
There are no equipages in England bring the whole pack howling to the
fodders should never be fed dry but
than rescue. Something told him to do as
should be cut up tine and be steamed or that are more finely turned out
to the
Long Hair ordered, so with scarcely a
moistened just before feeding, and then those of King Edward, thanks
none of the
hesitation he sera milled
have the grain added to them. Such Duke of Portland. Vet
perceptible
of the
fodders are generally better eaten when horses of the sovereign, nor those
down the bushy bank and slipped into
are ever seen with anyDuke
fodder
coarse
of
the
himself,
a considerable part
the water, followed by Long Hair,
consists of ensilage. When the straws thing but the loosest kind of bearing who seized him
by one arm when he
rein, in spite of which they carry the r
are fed they should be supplemented by
be began to swim and struck out with him
the liberal feeding of grains rich in pro- heads magnificently. The same may
the horses of the Earl of into the boiling and tumbling current.
tein, such as cotton seed, linseed and said about
"lnfun
Beverley had always thought himself
Lonsdale, a past master in everything
Well cured cor» fodder and stover relating to driving, hunting and equine a master swimmer, but Long Hair
Emperor William holds showed him his mistake. It was a
are often not as fully appreciated as appointments.
on the subject of beartheir value will warrant. l>y corn fod- malogous views
lo··;,'. cold struggle, and when at last
as does
der is meant the stalks and ears dried ing reins aud of docking tails,
touched the sloping, low bank on
they
while
of
Austro-FIungary,
together, to be fed without husking; also the ruler
the c.'.her side Long Hair had fairly to
horses
to
of
forms
such
in
Russia
cruelty
while the stover is the stalks after the
lii ί ! is chilled and exhausted prisoner
Com is fre- are virtually unknown. The Duke of I»
ears have been husked.
.....
"ICt* an imtrmji!" he hmki' forth.
the prosecaused
has
Portland
the
so
that
already
quently grown in drills,
well-known
several
of
tine
and
cold!" he grunted. beginning to
"Γι
h.
it
will
cution
and
Long
l clay could not be thought ot.
close
stand
together,
plants
abuso of
often produce a heavy growth of stalks personages in London for the
poumi :iltd tub Beverley's sinus, legs Hair explained briefly that he thought
with some small or partially developed the bearing rein, Col. Adrian Hope being n:id !> ûy. ".Make warm heap!"
Beverley must go to Kaskaskia. lie
When well cured this is quite among the number, but it is not until
ears.
All 1 his he did with his right hand, had come across the stream in the dishows
valuable, but it should be fed in the late the managers of the great horse
holding the tomahawk in his left.
rection of Vincennes in order to set his
a leaf
fall or early winter to prevent loss from on both sides of the Atlantic take
The stream must
It
was a strange, bewildering expewarriors at fault.
in
authorities
kennel
mice. The stalks or stover of corn, out of the book of
rience oui of which the young man be recrossed. he said, farther down,
ear clipping,
which has been grown for grain, is a England in the matter of
not see in any direction far and he would help Beverley a certain
valuable fodder, but is often wasted or and announce that no nag with a docked could
for a prize, that a enough to give him a hint upon which distance on his way, then leave him to
poorly cured for. Well cured and well tail will be eligible
housed stover is nearly or quite equal in definite end will be put to this stupid to act. In a few minutes Long llair shift for himself. Ile had a meager
from the most
amount of parched corn and buffalo
jerk <i him to ills feet and said:
feeding value to a fair grade of hay. practice, which ofdates
the eighteenth cen-Go."
Unfortunately most of it is either not artificial epoch
meat in his pouch which would stay
well cured or is improperly housed. tury.—New England Farmer.
It was just light enough to see that hunger until they could kill some game.
should
beset
for
up
Corn grown
grain
the order had a tomahawk to enforce Now they must go.
in the field in large shocks and when
Clover Not Appreciated.
TUl'V tiling I1I1ICS OC111I1U lllflll uriiin·
it withal. I.ong Hair indicated the diwell dried should be husked aud the
onward as day dawn. Long Hair leading. Beverstover l>»· placed either in a well made
There are but few farmers who are m .ion and drove Beverley
loy pressing close at liis lieels. Most of
stack, or better iu a dry loft of the barn. uot aware of the fact that red clover in fast as he could.
The butts of the corn hold so much some mysterious way has the effect of
"Try run 'way, kill!" he kept repeat- tin· wa.v led over Hat prairies covered
left no
water that mold soon forms and decay fertilizing a soil upon which it is grown,
ing. while with his left hand on the with water, and they therefore
follows, it' much stover is placed in one and yet the extent to which clover is young man's shoulder he guided him track hy which they could he followed.
the
rotated with other crops leads us to be- from Ifliiiul dexterously through the
pile. This makes it important that
hate in the forenoon Low; Hair killed
fodder should be scattered over a large lieve that its merits are n<>t always appreHere
.1 for some distance.
a deer at the ed.ce of a wood.
a
stored
in
or
be
well
ciated, says Farmer and Stockman.
space in the lofts,
Ί hoy had just emerged from a thick- they made a lire and cooked a supply
stover
should
Corn
stack.
and
think
that
ventilated
When we stop
nitrogen
et into an open space where the ground which would last them for a day or
never be fed unless finely cut, or shred- costs from tifteen to
twenty cents a
the two, and then on they went again. Hut
Iu many places a shredder can be pound, and that all crops require the was comparatively dry. Overhead
ded.
in great clusters of we cannot follow them step hy step.
is
iu
conwere
stover
stars
shining
if
the
or
loss
in
and
good
element
greater
quantities,
hired,
dition when shredded it can Imj stored and when wo take into account the fact silver and gold against a dark, cavern- When Long llair at last took leave of
If moistened and a that clover lias the power to tap tho un- ous looking sky. here and there overand used as needed.
Beverley the occasion had no ceremolittle graiu is added to it, most, if not all limited atmosphere supply of nitrogen run with careering black clouds. Bev- ny.
It was an abrupt, unemotional
of it, will be eaten.
and store it in the soil for future use, it
shivered, not so much with cold parting. The stalwart Indian simply
erley
The only succulent feeds of much im- will be apparent that a sensible agrisaid in his own dialect, pointing westas «>n account of the stress of exciteportance ou most farms are roots and cultural system will include tho grow- ment which amounted to nervous rigor, ward:
ensilage. In this country root crops are ing of this crop in large areas.
him and leaned to"(ίο that way two days. You will lint!
uot extensively grown for fodder on
Clover is a very deep-rooting plant, l.ong Hair faced
ward him mit il his breathing was au- your friends."
account of the expense, owing to the and its character in this respect makes it
wer
Then without another look or word
large amount of hand labor required in a most economical subsoiler. The roots dible and his massive features
caring for the crop. Turnips are grown penetrate to a depth of several feet, thus dimly outlined. A dragon of the dark
he turned ar»out and stalked eastward
on many farms, in limited amounts, and
aerating the lower soil and bringing est ago could not have been more re at a marvelously rapid gait. In his
many dairymen desire to toed them to about that condition whereby mineral pulsivc.
mind lie had a good tale to tell his war
milch cows. The Swede or rutabaga matters are liberated, as the result of
"I'gli, friend!"
rior companions when he should tind
more safely than
much
fed
be
which
are
after
can
root
brought
they
turnip
decay,
Beverley started when these words them again—how Beverley escaped
the strap leaved varieties. The Swede to the surface by the forces of capillarity.
followed by a sentence in an In- that night and how he followed him a
turnips are so hard that they should be By growing a crop of clover on a soil, were
to him,
weli sliced before feeding, and if not therefore, we bring into use not only dian dialect somewhat familiar
long, long chase only to lose him at
fed to excess, two quarts (after slicing) the surface eight or nine inches, but a dialect in which he had tried to talk last under the very guns of the fort at
per day, no bad results will follow. actually extract constituents from the with Long Hair during the day's Kaskaskia. But before he reached his
The strap leaved varieties should not be soil to a depth of three or even four feet. march. The sentence, literally trans- band an incident of some importance
fed to milking cows, but are valuable
Clover properly saved furnishes one of lated, was:
changed his story to a considerable defor youug stock or dry cows. Beets and the best forms of roughage grown on tho
"Long Hair is friendly now. Will gree. It chanced that he came upon
mangolds are the best of the root crops. farms of the corn belt, with the possible white man be friendly?"
Lieutenant Barlow, who in pursuit of
These are healthful and impart no bad exception of alfalfa. It is rich iu lleshBeverley heard, but the speech seem- game had lost his bearings and, far
flavors to the products. Experiments forming constituents, and is in itself
and hollow from his
have shown that mangold and sugar practically a balanced ration. It is ex- ed to come out of vastness
companions, was beating
beets are about equal to corn silage, ceedingly palatable, and is therefore distance. He could not realize it fairly. around quite bewildered in a watery
pound for pound of dry matter, for feed- consumed by all farm animals, even in- He felt as If in a dream, far off some- solitude. Long Hair promptly muring milch cows, but the cost of produc- cluding hogs and poultry. As it is or- where in loneliness, with a big. shad- dered the poor fellow and scalped ldm
ing an acre of beets was considerable dinarily cured, it does not make a very owy form looming before him. He with as little compunction as lie would
more than for an acre of corn.
satisfactory horse food, owing to the heard the chill wind in the thickets have skinned a rabbit, for he had a
On the whole ensilage is the cheapest fact that the form of dust associated with
roundabout, and beyond l.ong Hair clever scheme in ids head, a very audasucculent feed, for the New England it is liable to effect the equine's wind unrose a wall of giant trees.
cious and outrageous scheme, by which
farmer to produce, for use iu feediug favorably. This difficulty may be avoid"I'glt. not understand?" the savage he purposed to recoup to some extent
dairy cows in winter. Corn will pro- ed where one is in a position to run it
duce more pounds of total food nutrients through the cutting box and wet it be- presently demanded in his broken Eng- the damages sustained by letting Bevthis is done it lish.
than any other crop which is well adapt- fore feeding. When
erley go.
ed to our climate. The cheapest way to makes au ideal horse food if fed in con"Yes, yes," said Beverley. "I under
Therefore when he rejoined his somehandle the corn crop is through the silo. junction with a little grain.
stand."
what disheartened and demoralized
is
more
When preserved as ensilage it
We sometimes make the mistake of
"Is the white man friendly now?" band lie showed them the scalp and
palatable aud more valuable to feed than thinking that only worn out lands should Long Hair then repeated in his own
of how
the
gave them an eloquent account
of
form.
The
other
to
clover.
While
in any
it is true
be seeded
question
with a certain insistence of lie tore it from Beverley's head after a
labor required in the work of digestion that clover growing is an excellent plan tongue
long chase and a bloody hand to hand
(referred to in the case of early and late for bringing up such lands, yet our aver- manner and νοϊΛ.
"Yes. friendly.
cut hays) helps to explain why ensilage age soils would be more productive if
fight. They listened, believed and were
Long Ilalr fumbled in his pouch and satisfied.
gives better results in feeding than the they could be given a turn in clover every
The four or live years. No crop responds to took out Alice's locket, which he handsame kind of fodder when dried.
animal must expend quite a portion of the inlluenceof good culture and good ed to Beverley. "White man love little
CHAPTER XVI.
the energy of the dry fodder in the work fertilization more freely than clover. If, <rirl
I».» tiKiiiit*·m 1 {μ ·ι ton»» flint hnrFATHEIt BKKKT'S OLD HATTLK.
of digesting it, while much less of the for example, a one-year-old meadow be
room In which Alice was
energy of the ensilage is needed to make given a surface dressing of eight or ten
now imprisoned formed part
its nutrients available. Ensilage made tons of farmyard manure per acre some
of tbe upper story of a buildfrom sweet corn fodder, after a large time during the fall, winter or early
portion of the ears have been removed, spring, it will invariably add one ton
ing erected by Hamilton in
is an excellent winter feed. The grow- per acre to the crop the following year.
one of the four angles of the stockade.
iug of sweet corn for the canning fac- In fact we have seen instances where it
It had no windows and but two oblong
tories is a common practice in many apparently added not only one ton to
made to accommodate a small
portholes
can the tiret crop, but almost this amount to
and
better
no
inflamed,
of
becomes
udder
Maine,
the
way
In garget
parts
swivel which stood darkly scowling
be found to preserve the fodder and the second crop. The growing of red hot, red and painful, and the milk seems
near the middle of the floor. I >ay aftei
smaller ears, for winter use, than by put- clover may generally be taken as being
thick, stringy, bloody or watery.
her loneliness and helplessness besilo.
of
an
into
the
day
sensible
them
Farm
Hood
Oarge.
of
intensive,
ting
syssymbolic
A tablespoonful
Ensilage should not be considered a tem of agriculture, and we cannot help Cure mixed with damp feed two or three came more agonizing. Farnsworth, it
a day will cure any ordinary case.
is true, did all he could to relieve the
complete substitute for other coarse fod- thinking that it would increase the times
"
One of my cows had bloody garget and strain of her situation, but Hamilton
ders. It is better to feed it in moderate wealth of our conntry if the area sown
night
Cure,
Farm
Garget
her
Hood
fed
I
what passed and soon
quantities with the hays, than to rely on to clover annually could be greatly en- and
morning for six days, after which the had an eye upon
it wholly to make up the coarse feed. larged.
A. E. Looms, North interfered. He administered a bittei
was all right."
milk
Dairymen producing a high grade of
Wolcott, Vt.
reprimand, under which his subordi
milk have found that the flavor of the
Prices $1 and $2.50.
in speechless anger and
more
when
affected
is
sometimes
A
Missouri
farmer
who
means busimilk
especially pre- j nate writhed
Hood Farm 5alve
than about thirty pounds per day of corn ness has put the following sign on a pared to be used In connection with our resentment.
for cracked
ensilage is fed. I would advise feeding fence post in front of his house: "Want- Garget Cure. Also excellent
!
"Finally. Captain Farnsworth." h
bruises. $1. Call for treatise on
ensilage once each day, after milking, ed—Too bye a mule, fifteen hands high teats, sores,
said in conclusion, "you will distinctly
I.
C.
I
causes.
by
Its
and
Prepared
and especially would advise keeping the iff you can trade come and let me see garget
Hood Co., Lowell, Mass. For sale by F. A. understand that this girl is my prison
ensilage out of the stable during milking you. Don't keer for meenees. Kin Shubtleff & Co., South Paria, Me.
j er, not jours; that 1, not you, will ditime. Flavor, resulting from ensilage, handle any mule this syde oiheU.1'
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Garget Cure

—
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"loii snowed sotuermng of the same
root how she is to l»e held and treated,
"Well, if you don't use profane Ian
to me. ouee u|k»ii u time, my son."
sort
insuffer
no
will
I
how
and that hereafter
gunge, father, there'» uo telHn*
"Yen, I did, Father Beret, und I got
terference on your part. I hope you much r»u think in expletives. W hat li
a loud of slugs~in my shoulder for it
fully understand me, sir, and will gov- your opinion οί a man who tumbles u
She
from that brave girl's pistol.
ern yourself accordingly."
and
into
defenseless
girl
prison
poor,
Now I ask you to
life.
Smarting, or, rather, smothering, un- then refuses to let her he decently saved your
help me save hers, or If not her life
der the outrageous insult of these re- eared for? How do you express your
what is infinitely more, hor honor."
marks, Farnsworth at tlrst determined self about hlmr*
"Her honor!" cried Father Beret,
to lliug his resignation at the govern"My son, men often do things
leaping to his feet so suddenly and
or's feet and then do whatever desper- which they ought to be ashamed,
the cabin shook
ate tiling seemed most to his mood, lint heard of a young ollicer once who mal· with such energy that
from base lo roof. "What do you say,
a soldier's training is apt to call a liait
treated a little girl that he met at
Farnsworth? What do you
before the worst befalls in such a case. night in the street.
W hat evil ht Captain
meauV"
Moreover, in the present temptation would have done, had not a passing
The old man was transformed. Ills
Farnsworth had a special check and kind hearted man reminded him of lib
face was terrible to see, with its narhindrance. He had had a conference honor
by a friendly punch in the ribs,
row,
burning eyes deep under the
with Father Iteret, in which the good I dare not surmise."
shaggy brows. Its dark veins writhing
wisdom
priest had pl.iyed the part of
"True, and your sarcasm goes home
snakelike on the temples and forehead,
in slippers and of gentleness more as hard as
I
your tist did. father.
the hard
dovlike than the dove's. Λ very subtle know that I've been u sad dog all my the projected mouth and chin,
Iron gray gleam
imp!esalon. illuminated with the "hope life. Miss Koussillon saved you Dj lines of the jaws, the
from all the features—he looked like an
that withers hope," had come of that
shooting me. and I love her for it.
tiger stiffened for a spring.
aged
interview, and now Farnsworth felt its
Lay on. father; I deserve more than
Farnsworth was made of right solrestraint. lie therefore saluted Hamilyou can give me."
dierly stuff, but he felt a distinct
ton formally and walked away.
"Surely you do. my son, surely you
Ills past
shiver tilt along his back.
Father Beret's paternal love for Allet
in»'
not
love
for
will
but
do,
my
you
life had not lacked thrilling adventures
ice—we cannot characterize it more give
have
to
we
you pain. Ah,
priests
with
nicely than to call it paternal—was his carry all men** loads. Our backs are and strangely varied experiences
dcsf>erate men. t'sually lie mot sudden
justification for a certain mild sort of broad, however; very broad, my son.
emergencies rather calmly, sometimes
corruption insinuated by him into the
"And your tints are heavy, father;
with
phlegmatic indifference. This
heart of Farnsworth. lie was η crafty
mighty heavy.'
passionate outburst on the priest's
priest, but his craft was always used
The gentle suii'.e again flickered over
part, however, surprised him and awed
fora good end. Unquestionably Jesuitic
the priest's weather beaten face as he
lit in. while it stirred his heart with a
was ins mode of circumventing the
glanced sidewlse at Farnsworth and profound sympathy unlike anything he
ofman's
by
military
scruples
young
sa id :
had ever felt In-fore.
fering him a puff of fair weather with
"Sometimes, sometimes, my son, a
Father Beret mastered himself in a
to
which to sail toward what appeared
for
carnal weapon must break the way
moment and, passing his hand over his
be the shore of delight. He saw at a
Hut we priests rarely
a spiiitual one.
fa«*e, as if ta brush away the exciteglance that Farnsworth's lave fur Alice have much
physical strength. Our de- in nt. sat down a raln on his stool. lie
was a consuming passion in a very
pendence is upon
appeared to eollapse inwardly.
ardent yet decidedly weak heart. Here
-To be sure; certainly." Farnsworth
"Yon must excuse the weakness of
was the worldly lever with which FaIds
side
"Your
interrupted, rubbing
an old man. my son." he said, in a
ther Beret hoped to raze Alice's prison
dependence is upon the tiist tiling that voice hoarse and shaking. "But tell
and free her from the terrible doom
I've had many a blow, but me what is going to be done with
offers
with which she was threatened.
was the solldeet that ever Jarred
yours
Alice. Your words—what you said—I
The lirst interview was at Father
my mortal frame, Father Beret.'
did not unili r tain!."
Beret's cabin, to which, as will be reThe twain began to laugh, ihere is
He rubbed his forehead slowly. »>
memltered. the priest and Farnsworth
like a reminiscence to stir up one who lias ditliculty in trying to colnothing
in
the street.
went after their meeting
fresh mutual sympathy.
lect his thoughts.
It actually came to nothing, save an
••If your Intercostals were somewhat
"I do not know what Governor Hamindirect understanding but half sugsore for a time on account of a conIt
ilton means to do, Father Beret.
gested by Father Beret and never open- tact with
priestly knuckles, doubtless will be something devilish, however—
Farnsworth.
sanctioned
by Captain
ly
there soon set in a corresponding un- something that must not happen," said
The talk was insinuating on the part
easiness in the region of your con- -Farnsworth.
of the former, while the latter slipped
science. Such shoc ks are often vigorFather Beret, like most men of strong
evasively from every proposition, as if ously alterative and tonic; eh, my
feeling who have been subjected to
not able to consider it on account of a
son ?"
long years of trial, hardship, multi
curious obtuseness of perception. Still,
"You jolted me sober, father, and titdinous dangers and nil sorts of tempshook
hands
when they separated they
Iiut tation. and who have learned the les
then 1 was ashamed of myself.
and exchanged a searching look per
tremendous sons of self control, had an iron will,
all
docs
where
your
fectly satisfactory to both.
strength lie? You don't look strong.
and also an abiding distrust of weak
The memory of that interview with
While speaking Farnsworth lenue·
lie saw Farnsworth's sincerity,
men.
the priest was in Farnsworth's mi'id
near Father Beret and grasped h is
but lie had 110 faith in his constancy,
left
he
with
race,
hoilim;
when,
i';'
toi hi.
although satistied that while resentiTton's presence and went forth Into arm. The young mail started,
instead of closing around a ment
of
Hamilton's
Iniperiotisness
the chill February air. He passed out lingers,
lim >, lasted he would doubtless remain tirai
mans
shrunken old
through the postern ami along the tlabbv,
a huge, knot
in his purpose to uiil Alice.
sodden and queachy edge of the prairie, spread themselves upon
With a
mass of iron muscles.
He listeii"d in silence to Farnsiuvoluntarily making his way to led
Father Beret shook worth's story.
When it came to an
Father Beret's cabin. His indignation quick movement
off Farnswoi th's hand and said:
end he began to oiler some but half
was so great that he trembled from
"I am no Samson, my son. Non sum relevant suggestions in the form of
head to foot at ?very step. The door
as if dismissing Indirect cross
questions, by means of
of the place was open and Father quails era in." Then,
a graver one. lit
which lie gradually «Irew out a minut"
Beret was eating a frugal meal of a light subject for
sighed and added. Ί suppose there U description of Alice's prison, the l> si
scones and sour wine (of his own make,
nothing that can be done toi little way to reach it. the nature of its door
to
he
which
begged
hospitably
he said),
Alice."
smoltire
A
visitor.
his
fastenings, where the key was kept,
share with
.......
He called the tall, strong girl ht h and everything, indeed, likely to be
dered on the hearth, and a flat stone
lb'
helpful to one contemplating a jail deshowed, by the grease smoking over its Alice," and so she seemed to him.
where the cakes had been could not, without direct effort,
livery. Farnsworth was inwardly dehot
—

surface,

baked.
"Come in. my son," said the priest,
"and try the fare of a poor old man.
It is plain, very plain, but good." He
smacked his lips sincerely and lingered
"Take some, take
another scone.

some."

Farnsworth was not tempted.
acid bouquet of the wine tilled
room with a smack of vinegar,
the smoke from rank scorching fat

The
the
and
and

wheat meal did not suggest an agreea»>l.. fo.lfit

"Well, well, if you are not hungry,
my son, Sit down on the stool there
and tell me the news."
Farnsworth took the low scut without a word, letting his eyes wander
Alice's rapier, the
over the walls.
mate to that now worn by Hamilton,
huii),' in its curiously engraved scabbard near one corner. The sight of it

intlamed Furnsworth.
"It's un outrage!" he brake forth.
"Governor Hamilton sent a man to
Itousslllon place with orders to bring
him the scal^iard of Miss Houssillon's
ewcrd, and lie n.tw wears the beautiful
weapon as if lie hail come by it hon-

estly. Ourse him!"
"My dear, dear son. you must not
soil your lips with such language!"

Father Iteivt let fall the half of a well
bitten cake and held up both hands.
"I beg your pardon, father. I know
1 ought to be more careful in your

presence, but—but—the beastly scoun
drel"—
"Bah! Doucement, mon fils, doucement." The old man shook his head
and his linger while speaking. "Kasy,
You would be a tine
my son. easy.
target for bullets were your words to
reach Hamilton's ears. You are not

to revile your commander."
"Yes, I know; but how can a man

permitted

restrain himself under such abominable conditions?"
Father Beret shrewdly guessed that
Hamilton had been giving the captain
fresh reasons for bitter resentment.
Moreover, he was sure that the moving
So, in order to
cause had been Alice.
draw out what he wished to hear, he
said very gently:
"How Is the little prisoner getting

along?"

Furnsworth ground his teeth aud
swore, but Father Beret appeared not
to hear. He bit deep into a scone, took
a liberal sip of the muddy red wine

and added:
"Has she a comfortable place? Do
you think Governor Hamilton would
let me visit her?"
"It Is horrible!" Farnsworth blurted.
"She's penned up as if she were a dangerous beast, the poor girl. And that

jhiuk
l^n

magniticently matuiuu,
'is
She had always
woman.
1
spoiled pet child, perversely set
the holy church, but dear to him ne\. iof Iter as

a

tlicless.

-1 came to ask that very question,

father," said Farus'.vorth.
"And what do I know?
son.

you

0|,1
»

see

st

...I

how

Surely,
utterly liopoh ss

mj
s.n

I» uis»ll»t all you Ht»Ml

1.ΛοΙ.1..ο··—

"Father Beret." Farnsworth huskily
interrupted, "is there a place that you
know of anywhere lu which Miss
Uoussiilon could be hidden if"—
"My dear sou!"
"Hut, father, I mean it."
"Mean what? l'union an old man's
What are you
slow understanding.
talking about, my son?"
Father Beret glanced furtively about,
then quickly stepped through the doorhouse
way, walked entirely around the
and came in aguiu before Farnsworth
could respond. Once more seated on
his stool he added interrogatively:
"Did you think you heard something
moving outside?''
"No."

"You were saying something when 1
went out. I'ardon my interruption."
Farnsworth gave the priest a searching and not wholly confiding look.
"You did not interrupt me, Father
Beret.

you

so

1 was not speaking. Why are
watchful? Arc you afraid of

eavesdroppers?"
"You were speaking recklessly,

Your
words were Incendiary: ardentia verba.

yoti were suggesting a danger
tiling. Your life would scarcely
satisfy the law were you convicted of
insinuating such treason. \\ hat if one
of your prowling guards had over
heard you? Your neck and mine might
feel the halter.
Quod avertat douil-

My

son,

ous

He crossed himself and in a
nus."
solemn voice added in Kimlislr
son.
"May tlie Lord forliid! Ah. my
we priests protect those we love.
"And I, who am not fit to tie a
Father. 1
shoe, do likewise.

priest's

love Alice Uoussiilon."
"Love is a holy thing, my son. Aman·
divinum est et huma num."
"Father Beret, can you help me?"
"Spiritually speaking, my son?"
"I mean can you hid'* Mil··. Uoussiilon in some safe place if I take her out
of the prison yonder? That's just what

I mean. Can you do it?"
"Your question is a remarkable one.
Have you thought upon It from all directions, my son? Think of your position, your duty as an officer."
A shrewd polemical expression beamed from Father Beret's eyes, and a
have
very expert physiognomist might
duplicity from certain lines

d—d scoundrel"—
suspected
about the old man's mouth.
"Son, son!"
"I simply know that I cannot stand
"Oh, it's no use to try. I can't help
and sec Alice—Mile. Uoussiilon—
The
father.
by
whelp"—
it,
"We can converse more safely and forced to suffer treatment too beastly
Intelligently If we avoid profanity and for an Indian thief. That's the only
undue emotion, my son. Now, if you direction there is for me to look at It
will quit swearing. I will, and if you from, and you can understand my
feelings if you will. You know that
will be calm, so will I."
η n<nn
Farnsworth felt the sly irony of this »verv well Father Beret When
a girl he loves her; that's the
"love·
Father
vicarious
proposition.
absurdly
Beret smiled with a kindly twinkle in whole thing."
The quiet, inscrutable half smile
his deep set eyes.
flickered once more on Father Beret's
face, but he sat silent some time with
u
forefinger lying alongside his

An Ancient Foe
To health and

happiness

is Scrofula—

since time immemorial.
as ugly
It cunses bunches in the neck, disas ever

figures the skiiî, intlames the mucous
membrane, wastes the muscles, weakof
ens the bones, reduces the power
resistance to disease and the capacity
for recovery, and develops into con-

sinewy

When at last lie spoke it was
in a tone of voice indicative of small
interest in what he was saying, ills
words rambled" to their goal with the
effect of happy accident.
"There are places in this neighborbe
hood in which a human being would
us hard to find as the fiag that you
and Governor Hamilton have so diliand unsuccessfully been in
nose.

gently
or two.
quest of for the past month
"A bunch appeared on the left side of Ueally. my son, this is a mysterious
was lanced,
my neck. It caused great pain,
little town."
and became u running sore. I went into a
Farnsworth'e eyes widened and a
was
I
persuaded to try
general décliné.
cheeks.
Hood's Sursaparllla, ami when I had taken flush rose in his swarthy
six bot! les my nci-k was healed, and I have
"Hang the flag!" be exclaimed. "Let

sumption.

had any trouble of the kind since."
Mrs. Κ. T. S.sydkx, i'ruy, Ui.io.

never

Hood's

Sarsaparilla

end Pills

will rid you of it, radically and permanently, as they have rid thousands.

it lie bidden forever. What do I care?
I tell you, Father Beret, that Alice
Uoussiilon is in extreme danger. Govsome
ernor Hamilton means to put
terrible punishment on her. He has a
Ile showed it
devil's vindlctivenees.
to me clearly awhile

ago."

lighted. He felt Father Beret's cunning approach to the central object and
his crafty method of gathering details.
The shades of evening thickened in
the stuffy cabin room while the con

Father Beret presversation
ently lifted a puncheon in one corner
of the tloor and got out a large bottle,
which bore a mildewed and faded
French label, and with it a small Iron
left
«•up. There was just light enough
to show a brownish sparkle when,
after (topping out the cork, he poured
his
a draft in the fresh cup and in

Τ!j(iv followed a silence. during
which the aromatic breath of the bottle Increased Ils (langerons fascination.
Then Father Beret again tilled Farm·
worth's cup and en id:
"Ah, the blessed monks little thought
that their matchless brew would ever
be Hipped In a poor missionary'β but
•η the Wabash:
But; after all. my
ion, why not here as well as In sunny
France? Our object justifiée any impropriety of time and place."
"You are right, father.
I drink to
our object.
Yes, 1 say, to our object."
Ill fact, the drinking preceded his
rpeech, and his tongue already had a
ieop in It. The liquor stole through
him, a mist of bewildering and enThe third cup
chanting influence.
broke his sentences into unintelligible
fragments; the fourth made his uudcrJaw sag loosely; the tifth and sixth,
taken In close succession, tumbled hint
limp on til·· floor, where he slept Missfully all night long, snugly covered
•vith some of Father Beret's U'd-

;lothes.

"Per easuin obliquum, et per indimuttered the priest when lie
had returned the bottle and cup to their
"Tin* end justilles the
hiding place.
means.
Sleep well, my son. Ah, little
Alice, little Alice, your old father will
rect um,"

try, will try!"

lie fumbled along the v.ill in tlie
dark iiulil lie found the rapier, which
he took down; then lie went out and
sat for some time motionless beside
the door. while the clouds thickened
overhead. It was late when he arose
and glided away shadowlike toward
the fort, over which the night hung
black, chill and drearily silent. The
moon was >tιII some hours high, but
smothered by the clouds; a 1'og slowly
drifted from tir» river.
Meantime Hamilton and Helm had
part of the afternoon and evenusual, at cards. Hehu broke
off the game and went to his quarters
rather early for him, leaving the governor alone and in a bad temper, because Farnsworth, when In· had sent
spent

ing,

for him. could not be found. Three
times his orderly returned in as many
hours with the same report. The cajitain had not been seen or heard of.
Naturally this sudden and complete
disappearance, immediately after the
reprimand, suggested to Hamilton an
unpleasant possibility. What if Fains

worth had desert d liim?
Hamilton sat for some time aftet
Helm's departure, thinking over what
he now feared was a fo dN!i inN'.ake.
Presently lie buckled on Alice's rapier,
which lie had lately been wearing as
Li< own. and we it o:it into the main
A sentinel was
area of the s.ockade.
tramping to and fro at the gate, where

hazy lantern shone. The night was
Hamilton apbreathless and silent.
proached the soldier on duty and a>ked
him if he had seen Captain Farnsworth. and. receiving a negative reply,
turned about puzzled and thoughtful to
walk back and forth in the chill, foggy
a

air.

[το

"We may think more clearly, my son
If we taste this olcl liquor. I have kept
it u long while to offer upon a proper
occasion. The occasion is here.'
A ravishing bouquet quickly iuil»»i«»<l
the air. It was itself an intoxication.

••The brothers of Si. Martin distilled
this
lii|iior." Father iJei'et ad.hd.
handing the cup to I-'arnsworth, "not
for .'minion social drinking, mv son.
but for times when a man needs ex
tranriliuary Htimulation. It is said to
be surpassingly good because St. Martin blessed I he vine."
The doughty captain felt a sudden
and imperious thirst seize his throat.
The liquor Hooded his veins before his
!lps touched the cup. lie had been abstaining lal'ly: now his lieseitivï appetite rushed upon him. At one trulp
he took in the tiery yet smooth and
captivating draft. Nor did he notice
that Father Β-ret. instead <>f joining
him in the potation, merely lifted his
and set it d-»\vn auaiu. sinackiiicup

llitl IUw Willi

w.icto

RUTS
The walking sick, what
a crowd of them there are:
Persons who are thin and
weak but not sick enough
to go to bed.
"Chronic cases"

that's

what the doctors call them,
which in

common

English

means—long sickness.
To stop the continued

loss of flesh they need
Scott's Emulsion. For the
feeling of weakness they
need Scott's Emulsion.
It makes new flesh and
gives new life to the weak

system.

Scott's Emulsion gets
thin and weak persons out
of the rut. It makes new,
rich

blood, strengthens the

nerves

for

and

ordinary

gives appetite
food.

Scott's Emulsion can be
taken as long as sickness
lasts and do good all the
time.

There's new strength
ind flesh in every dose.
We will be glad
to send you a few

doses free.

Be sure that this picture in
the form ot a label is on the
wrapper of every bottle of
Emulsion you buy.

5C0TT & BOWNE,
Chemists,
409 Pearl St., Ν. Y.
50c. and $11 all dru&UU.
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DUELING IN AMERICA.
The

went on.

own.

a

as

rir»l Fntnl >!«·<· I in κ Wtin
llixlorli· lloMtou Cuniiuitn.

The lirst fatal duel
is

r. ist.Ill

fought

tin· I'nited States

now

In what

was

upon

Benjamin
Henry Phillips, on the
between

Common,

Woodbridge ami

I'pon

July .'i, 1728.

These young
cards at the
Uoyal Exchange tavern in King street,
now State street, and under the intlu•nce of drink had agreed to settle their
differences with swords in the public
grounds alxive named. They met at a
little after S o'clock in the evening, and

»vrnitig

men

ot

had

quarreled

YVoodhridge

uml

was

was

found

over

mortally

dead

the

wounded
following

morning.

Colli were gentlemen of good social
Phillips was a brother of
posit ion.
Glliam Phillips, who married Marie, the

sister of Peter Fanetiil, the builder of
Boston's famous hall. Woodbridge had
He
not completed ills twentieth year.
was a young merchant who had recently been admitted to business as a
partner with Jonathan Sewall, one of
the most active merchants of the place.
Henry Phillips, a young graduate of
the college of Cambridge, was aitout
four years older than Woodbridge. having at the time of this melancholy affair completed his twenty-third year.
Woodbridge was the son of a gentle-

of some distinction in Barbados,
of the magistrates there, who had
formerly been settled in the ministry
as pastor in » J rot on. Conn.
The place of meeting was on the rising grounds of the Common, not far
from the er<*it elm, near where in the
olden time a powder house stood.
Small swords were used. No one but
man

one

themselves participated.
Woodbridge
feil mortally wounded and died on the
spot iH'l'ore the next morning. Phillips
midwas slightly wounded and at
night. by the aid of his brother (illlarn

and Peter Paneuil, of famous memory,
made hi.- escape to the Slieerness. u
British man-of-war then lying in the
harbor, and before the sun of the uext
moniini: I ;i<| fully discovered to interest··*! friends the miserable result of
the unfortunate meeting lie was on
his way to Frame, where he died in
less tliay a y.-ar of ^ricf and a broken
heart.—I'nited Service IJeview.

EPIGRAM^

OF NOVELISTS.

One crawls into friendship, one occasionally drifts into matrimony, but in

one falls.—Frankfort Moore.
There is no place like the top. especially when it is narrow and will not

love

hold many at a time.—Anthony Hope.
Love and friendship are stronger
than charity and politeness, and those
who trade upon the latter are rarely
accorded the former.—Seton Merrimati.
It is tin· American's regret that at
can do nothing with his feet
while Ik· is listening at the telephone,
but doubtless some employment will be

present he

found for them in the coming age.—Ian
Maclaren.
There are two uupardonable sins in
this world, success and failure. Those
who succeed can't forgive a fellow for
being a failure and those who fall
cau't forgive him for being a success.—
(I. II. Loriiner.

There are two classes of i>eople in the
world, the j>eople who are clever and
the people who are keen, and you must
never mix the two.
They meet and
touch, they are necessary to each other,
but they uever, never blend.—Katherine Cecil Thurston.

Λ Question of Time.
"Do you take this woman for better
but
or worse"— began the clergyman,
before he could proceed further he wan
Interrupted.
"It's tco early to tell yet," answered
"You'll have to give me
the groom
time, sir."—Boston Post

There is no law against laughter. Ton
here on earth and entitled to It·
eunahlrv
are

Bethel.
Buckfield.
THE OXFOBD BEARS.
Sunday the funeral of Mr. Augustus
The death of Samuel Record occurred
Mr. I. P. Emmons has sold the stock
4 Grover was belli at his late home. Mr.
to the firm of P. J. Jan. 19th, at the age of 83 years,
THE DOINGS OF THE WEEK IN ALL in trade in bis store
the old Qrover died from the accidental falling
Miles & Co. who have taken possession months. Mr. Record was one of
SECTIONS OF THE COUNTY.
well known,
especially of a tree which paralyzed the lower limbs.
and will eerve customers from this time landmarks,
lover of a Dr. Williamson of Portland operated
on.
They have hired Miss Bertha A. among horsemen. A hisdear
oft expressed upon the spine but the case was hopeParis Hill.
Emmons to remain in the store for a horse, he lived until
the accomplish- less. Mr. Grover was unmarried and
desire was
West
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Parle.

time. Mr. and Mrs. Miles seem pleasant
Church. Bet. H. H. Bishop, people and come to us well recommendPreach In* every Sunder at 11 a. m
PMtor.
ed.
They intend to do all they can to
ATWOOD & FORBES Sunday School at "2 u. Y. P. 8. C. B. Sunday
afwruoonat 3. Sabbath Evenln g Service at Τ 30 please the people and hope to merit the
Kdltari ud Proprietor·.
Thundav evening at
which has been given to Mr.
,Γ'·. 'er ^Îee*'DK lhe
Friday befoi* patronage
Emmons. Mr. and Mrs. Miles come here
A. E. Forbl».
G SO BO· M ATWOOD.
of the month at 3 30 p.m. All
SUDtlay
.?
ί.not1 otherwise
from Groveton, Ν. H., where both have
connecte·! are cordially Invited.
P"tor.
Rev· J· u
been employed in the store of G. M.
Shurcl)·
m.
11
a.
at
Id
advance
If
Tkjuu —#1M a year
Sunday
paid strictly
Purbush, who is an uncle of Mrs. Miles.
i.eeT,c*,e*ery
at 12 x.
otherwise $-.00 a year. Single copie· 4 centi
Sunday School
Mr. Purbush is the partner with Mr.
Advertisements:
AU legal advertisement
Mre. K. (». Harlow made a day's trip I Miles in the store here. Por the present
are given three connective Insertion» for |1.3
the building has only been leased and
to Portland last week.
per Inch tn length of column. Special contract
advertl*
made with local, transient and yearly
On account <>f the storm, the Baptist I Mr. Emmons and family will remain upera.
was
deferred.
stairs this winter. Mr. Miles and wife
Circle of Friday evening
Job Prixti.no —New type, fast presse·, stean
Rev. E. A. Davis, Baptist state mission-1 have rooms there and take their meals
power, experienced workmen and low price·
ary, is expected to assist Rev. Mr. Bishop 1 at the Maple House. In the spring they
combine to make ihls department of our bual
Mr. Emintend to begin housekeeping.
in meetings here next week.
nesa complete and popular.
Kev. II. if. Bishop attended the con-1 mons will not leave our tuwn but probtereuce of Sunday School workers at 1 ably will move into his house which is
Coming Events.
As
now occupied by David Emmons.
Portland last week.
1 he Baptist circle will meet next Fri- lie is not in the best of health he intends
Pond
Pomona
G
ttb.S oxford
range, Bryant'·
day. as had been planned for last Friday. \ to retire from mercantile life, and cultiAll vvill pleine briug the same contribu- vate and improve the land which he
>hrt ADVERTISEMENTS.
He was formerly in trade many
tion tor the supper that they would if it I owns.
had not been postponed.
years at Greenwood, and since coming
Roal Taxe· In Unincorporated Townships.
The ladies of the U ni versai ist Circle I here has given good satisfaction and
Wall Paper at One Half Prlfe.
will present the farce-comedy, "The Old honest service. Mr. Emmons and family
Women'· Slipper·.
Muslin Un.lerwear Sale.
Maids' Convention," at Academy Hall also feel grateful to the people for their
Protect» the System Against Catarrh.
Saturday evening. A. E. Morse and patronage.
Dr. Austin Tenney.
At the regular meeting of Onward
other imported talent will take part in
National Κ lie Insurance Co.
4 Notices of Appointment.
the play, and it will probably be a funnv Kebekah Lodge last week a book guessProbate Notices.
This will afford the opportunity ing contest was held, the titles of 20 or
time
Ladles' furnishing House.
of a lifetime to make selection from the more books being represented. Mrs.
Sale.
Bankruptcy Notice.
choicest and most variegated assortment L'ora E. Lurvey won first prize of a nice
Mother Gray's Sweet Powders for Children.
of unclaimed jewels ever presented to book, and Mrs. Prank L. Willis second
Nothing More Dangerous.
bachelors prize of combined hand mirror and puzthe public. Widowers and
Six Step·.
are warned to remain at home, or bring rfe.
Falls.
at
tariff
and
a firm
kumford
Another Bla/e
with them a protective
Mr. and Mrs. C. H. Lane have been
resolution to remain single. Any show- spending a few days at Andover.
Geo. Beal and family, consisting of a
ing signs of faltering will be conducted
TWENTY
THOUSAND DOLLARS DAMAS I
into the open ai; by means of the new jo η and daughter, have moved into the
DONE WEDNESDAY MORNING.
tire escape leading from the hall kitchen, rooms formerly occupied
by Green
lighten up the loose buttons, and re-1 Bacon. Mr. Beal comes from FarmingFire which caught above the furnac< member that the trouble begins at 7:30. ton Palls, and has out a sign for repairing harnesses.
in the Blue Store building at Rumforti for full particulars see small bills.
Rev. J. W. Smith of Poland was in
Kails
Wednesday morning did about
Cireen wood.
town Thursday calling on friends and
$20,000 damage in that and the adjoining
It
qUite evident that the cold bil-1 acquaintances.
building before it was extiuguishsd.
Mrs. Elva E. Locke spent a few days
The tire was discovered about 12:40 a. low winch passed over the first of January w;ls far reaching, and the thought I in Portland last week.
v., aud the entire lire department wai
it
exMrs. Elvesa Dennen is working for
called out and worked until about t occurred more than once whether
tended ae far south as Florida, and by Mr. and Mrs. L. C. Bates.
o'clock.
we
find
letter
There is au increasing attendance at
they
Charles Israelson, proprietor of th« reading Mr. Prince's
Blue Store, is the heaviest loser. H< did get a little touch of it there. And the Wednesday Club, and the meetings
carried a stock of clothing and furnish now we have had it almost as cold here are both pleasant and profitable.
Dr. P. E. Wheeler went to Brunswick
Tuesday morninc
ings valued at S 14,000 to ?15,000, whlct again. the temperature two
less than bil last Saturday to attend a banquet of the
below, only
is nearly a total loss, with an insurance being
There is no mistaking the fact Alpha Kappa Kappa Society.
of $10,000. The damage to the building tore.
Saturday afternoon Mrs. Wheeler enis estimated at -32500, covered by in that January is giving us a big dose of
Arctic weather this year, but it is a com- tertained a few invited guests at whist
surance.
The second story of the block wai forting thought that the winter is more in honor of her friend, Miss Lillian Teboccupied by Mr. and Mrs. Louis I,aDuk< than half gone, as we reckon time, and bets, of Portland, who is visiting her.
The Paris Manufacturing Co. have
Mr. LaDuke's los: that the days aie growing longer Instead
as a boarding house.
«ϊ'η " "»«·"" 'S «rowing built their new monitor roof inside the
is total, with $400 insurance. N. L
building and are now removing the old
Robertson, who ocupied the upper door
Mamie Brooks has gone to work fori shingle roof, which makes quite a change
has a total loss, with no insurance.
Mrs. Emery (,'ole at Locke's Mills, who 1 in its appearance.
From the Blue Store, the tire ran t(
West Paris Grange will have their enthe roof of the adjoining building, oc M on the sick list.
And now we wish to protest oncel tertainment next Saturday evening at
cupied by I.uther Spiller, where he con
ducted a tish market, a restaurant and ; more against reporting people dead be- Dunham's Hall. The farce, "Clarinda
boarding house. The top floor and th< fore they die; not long ago a man livingl Cackler's Courtship," will be played,
Biyantslond was reported dead, and there will also be good music.
roof was damaged by tire, and the en
tire block badly damaged by smoke am «ho is still alive and bids fair to live I There will be a sociable after the play.
Mr. Spiller estimates his loss a some time longer. A few weeks ago Before the entertainment an antiquarian
water.
word came here that William Richardson supper will be served in the lower hall.
total, with $H»00 insurance.
was dead, but thinking it might be a
At the grange meeting last Saturday
The building was damaged to the ex
mistake nothing was said about it until it was decided to have a contest and
tent of 91000, fully insured.
•
let!
here
I
harles
cal
is
son,
Richardson,
Mildred
P. Davis and W. H. Lurvey were
Both buildings are owned by M. W
:4mI inforni«l us appointed to choosc sides.
Saunders of Kedstone, Ν. H.
hat his father had an ill turn some time
tthat
It
Bryant's Pond.
previous, but was then convalescing
Woman's Library Club of Lovell.
that some
was during that sickness
The officers of Jetferson Chapter.
The Woman's Library Club of Love!
worthy reported him dead, and some 0. E. S., were publicly installed in the
was entertained by Mrs. Iva Fox, Jan. l:'
one telephoned from West
Paris to evening of Jan. 1ôth, by Grand Matron,
There was a large attendance and mucl
know w hen the funeral would he. When Mrs. Hose Johnson, assisted by Mrs.
interest was manifested. As this wa
so as to have no regard for Hanscom as Grand Marshal, both oi
the first meeting of the year the tim< people get
the truth, they would do well to take a Gorham, Maine. There were a large
was chiefly devoted to the officers' re
°f the K^yptian sphinx and keep number of friends present to witness the
ports and reading the constitution am
installation services. The hall was pretby-laws. The officers and committee
Although it will be to years in April tily decorated for the occasion, and at
for this year are as follows:
since we moved from Hartford, still the close of the services there were rePresident— Mrs. Alice Heald.
familiar names appear occasionally from marks from the members and friends,
Vice-Pre-ddent—Mrs· Marv B. Fox.
Mr·. Cora Kliuball.
that section of the county. In reading after which a nice collation was served
Treae
Sec —Mn». Annie B. Walker.
the dedication of the Free
Baptist at the grange dining hall. Following
Cor. Sec.—Mr·, iva Fox.
h lire h at Canton, there are three per- are the officers elected and installed f<u
Librarian—Mr·. Ella Lewis.
sons mentioned
with whom we were I the ensuing year:
AsM. Librarian—Mrs Mary H. Walker.
Literary committee—Charlotte Hobbtt, France ..nee at·.,«tainted, Dea. Wm. F. Berry
liran<l Matron—Flora Cole.
Ε
True. Mrs. Marv 11. Walker. Mrs Emit
Gran>l Patron—.Jame* Day.
Ciubnu
an/1 Ansel «. Staples.
1 he late Zeri Berry and wife were the I Associate Matron—Etta Pay.
Knit rulnment committee— M re. Dor* Hobbt
ISrijfit*·
Secretary—\tla
MrII.
Ktta
Mrs.
Carrie
>lre.
Davie.
Kimball.
parents >f four sons and one daughter,
Treasurer—AdBovvker.
MaltU' Kimball, Mrs. Olive Barter, Mr» El'za
;
Dea. William
being next to the oldest of Conductress—Stella Bacon. l'erhaiu.
be lb Swett.
Associate Conductress—Cora
the children and the only one of the
Bu«li- eomuilttce— Mrs Hannah True, Sin
Amelia Walker, Mr». Klia >1. Harmon.
Appointed:
family liviug. He buried his wife many
The club begins its fifth year withi years ago since which he has lived with
Ailah—Martha Dudley.
Kuth—Materia
I>ay.
a
fund
υ
and
hisson-m- aw W W. Rose, who married
membership of sixty-five
Esther—I nen Brlmts.
us only
child
This couple have never
f91tt.40 to be used for the erection of ;
Martha—Nellie Tuus.
lad one to call them father and mother
Electa—Lalla Este».
library building when enough uiore shal
have been raised for the purpose.
Ansel I». Staples is an only son of the I' Chaplain—Loul-a Cole.
Marshal—Nellie Bowker.
ate ( apt. .lames and Polly Brett Staples
The library at present cousists ο
Wanleo—Emily Kelt.
I hey were parents of 11 children. Ansel I Sentinel—Ne<l I. Swan.
about four hundred volumes including
». and two sisters
fifty volumes from the State Travelinj
only remaining at the Organist—Lena Kelt
Mrs. Lizzie Day of Lewiston was in
Library which are exchanged every si: present day. Thus have passed away
the large families of 50 years ago. I town this week. Her son, Harry Day,
months.
worked for (. apt. Staples during the sea- was in town Sunday.
The magasines taken this year are
Fred Lurvey has moved his familj
Century, McClure's, Harper's, Scribner's sons of 1841* and 1851, and Ansel being
New Kngland, Cosmopolitan. America) abour mv age.it is natural to suppose into one of (ί. L. Stephens' rents.
Jour
The primary school closes this week
hat we had many a boyish sport together
Review of Reviews. Ladies' Home
*
The grammar school will close a weol
nal and Atlantic Monthly. The stat during that time.
from Friday.
books may be loaned free to any residen
Mrs. Jane billings is still failing.
East Sumner.
of the town.
Mrs. Frauk M.Cole is sick this week
Any person may have use of the ful
The popular drama entitled "'Past
library by paying an annual fee of tift; Redemption" will be presented by local Dr. Wheeler of West Paris is attending
rents, beiug entitled to two books an< talent at new Grange Hall on Tuesday her.
Robert Crockett is still confined to tht
one magazine weekly, also as mauy bad
evening, Jan. 2(5. An oyster supper will house
with sciatic rheumatism.
numbers of magazines as they care for be served after the
play.
There was a lyceum at the Cbast
The library is kept iu B. Walker 0
During the recent cold wave several
house Thursday evening.
Sou's store and is open every Saturday carloads of
apples were sent from the school will he
a grand dedication ball
There
from 1 to 4 t·. m.
station. It required close attention to
tin
and concert at Dudley's Opera House
Mrs. Hannah True will entertain
them from freezing.
keep
.Ian.
27th
will be furnished bj
Jan.
Music
i".
club at her home Wednesday,
Ice in the mill pond is only about .'JO
Con
Orchestra of Lewiston.
Mrs. Mary H. Walker being unable ti inches in thickness. Nearly
every one Payne's
cert from 8 to 9. Grand march at 9,
eutertaiu (as previously announced) ot has secured all he desires.
At tha [
account of Mr. Walker's illness.
A K. F. D. route has been inspected An oyster and pastry supper will bt
meeting Mrs. Sarah Charlee will givt in the vicinity by Mr. Boutelle, and it is served in the dining ball below.
a talk on resubmission of the prohibi
thought that the application will be
tory law.
more
Andover.
granted. With rural free

p^Mr*"UM
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I

hi! Λ

w»*ek·

iiium"
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daily papers
convenient.

here and There.
indicted for liquol
selling by the recent session of th<
Kennebec grand jury, and it is said tha
the law has been so well enforced thai
this one solitary case is a fair index of th< 1
condition of the liquor business in that
county. If that is true, it is powerfu
testimony as to the possibilities of pro
Oxford
Here in
hibition.
County
where the liquor laws are admittedly en
forced like the other laws, a session o:
the grand jury with only one liquor sell
er indicted would be most remarkable.
But

oue mau

was

■

It is gratifying to be assured by Presi
dent John Mitchell of the Mine Work
ers in his annual address that since th<
close of the anthracite strike the rela
tions of operators and miners havt t
grown steadily more cordial. "Witt
very few exceptions," he says, "th«
award of the commission has been rigid
ly observed, and an era of comparativt
peace and contentment has reigned it
that territory." This is indeed almost
surprising, as skilled and careful observ
ers who visited the region during th<
strike gave a gloomy report of the con
ditions there, declaring that so deep t
bitterness of feeling had been developed
that it must take many years to eradicate
it. But perhaps Mitchell is speakim
solely from the standpoint of the union
and fails to grasp fully those result!
which enter into the daily life of th< I

people.

Lines
Mrs. Josept
Brown and family, on the death of hus
band and father, Joseph Brown, wlu
passed away Jan 4, 1'.Ό4, at North Wood
stock, Maine.

Lovingly

dedicated

to

< >h

can It be that the <lear one
We loved so well to see
la the pleasant, >|ulet farmh -use.
Will no more welcome us?
As with eager. haateulng footsteps
We enter the open door.
Will hi* pleasant smile·» an<l welcome words
Be our greeting* never mora?

Can It be that hi* chair le vacant.
That hi-· voice In leach la hushed,
His beloved form on the billable
Is mingling with the dust?
Ob! our heart* halt iloubtthe «tory.
And our eve· oft Oil with tear*.
When we think how much we shall mlaa him
Through all the coming yean.

will

be

delivery

read.

It is very

Died in Andover, Jan. :î, Frauk D,
funeral occurred or
McAllister. The
Wednesday, Kev. Mis Holden officiating
Brownfield.
The Knights of Pythias took charge ol
The remains of Joseph Presc-ott of the remains and held appropriate senFryeburg were brought to this town and ices. Owing to the cold weather tht
placed in the receiving tomb.
exercises were held in the church.
I)r. Marston is very sick.
The matter of a vestry for the Congre·
Kev. Mr. Clougb is said to be very gational church is being talked up am!
low.
should it materialize it would be a grand
Fred Perkins of Bartlett, N. 11., was move.
at J. L. Frink's office this week.
The ice harvest is over and an unusualGeneva Sands of this village, aged S ly large crop has beeu secured. Mosl
years, was the recipient of a very tine farmers have got their wood up and now
piano as a birthday present from her their all living topic of conversation it
brothers, Orman aud Fred, who are in the game laws.
business in New York.
The schools are in a fine condition.
Mr. Dale, the upholsterer, is again a Mr. Holdea, the superintendent, think*
boarder at the Pequawket House. Every many changes would be the right thing
one who has work in his line is glad to
to make, especially in the high school.
know he is in town again.
Hon. H. V. l'oor remembered all his
The primary school is closed after a
help by a very neatly put up box oi
successful
term
Miss
vey
taught by
wedding cake on the occasion of the
Gatchell.
marriage of his granddaughter, Miss
Edith Poor of New York.
Grafton.

Bad colds have been quite prevalent
here the past few weeks. We are glad to
say however, that nearly all so afflicted

Hebron.

If there is any news this week it has
failed to come our way.
are recovering.
Mrs. Victoria Barrows still continues
Ernest Farrar went to Magalloway on
Monday to carry C. T. Parker who has very sick. Miss Eva Barrows is at home
an engagement at scaling lumber on the caring for her mother.
Diamond for the Berlin Mills Company.
Bad colds ami some pneumonia are
Mrs. Delphina Whitman received a reported.
box of tine oranges recently from SetTner,
The most of the sick ones are regaining
Florida, sent by hersons, George W. and health.
Kev. II. S. Whitman, who with their
We think Hebron not the worst place
wives are spending the winter among to live in this cold weather. Tuesday
their orange groves in that balmy, de- morning from S to 10 degrees below zero
in various places here, while oU below at
lightful "Southland.''
West Minot and
below at South Paris
George Muse is pressing his hay.
C. T. Parker came home from Gorham was reported.
a week ago where he had been
in progress this
Another
snow
storm
working
some months past.
Friday morning.
The circle meets with Mrs. Sewall
Pratt next Thursday, Jan. 2$.
East Hebron.
The tirst exclamation is, "Did any one
Okkvale.
ever know a winter similar to the presDied in Dickvale, at the home of her ent
one, with a good supply of freezing
daughter, Jan. 17, Mrs. Philona W. Page, weather, and so little warm weather?'1
6
ΙΌ
aged
years,
months, 11 days.
Vegetables have frozen in many celFrank Greenlaugh has gone away from lars.
A. J. Farrar's where he has been at
work.
Perley Child is teaming for A. J. Farrar who is loggiug from Old Black.

Byron.

Eddie Lee is anxious to return to
Maine and has been as long in St. Louis
he cares to remain. He has had two
operations on one foot that has troubled
him, but expects it will be all right after
as

operations.
L. A. Thomas was on Bucktield llill
George Xeedham is looking for a farm,
Ill* life waa fraught with suffering
Wednesday to buy beef cattle to supply as his time will expire soon where he
for twenty years ami more,
the loggers.
And yet he never murmured
now lives, and Mr. Phillips will move on
But p*ln with patience bore.
J. Reed of Roxbury has teams hauling to his
farm at that time.
He bore hi· suffering bravely,
from
Bucktield
Hill.
spruce
James Weston was in the place last
Which waa soothed with hands of love,
A.
S.
has
been
his
dark
river
ice
And baa paaaed o'er death'*
Young
securing
week selling strained honey, that looked
for a brighter home above.
with James Taylor to help him. He goes
very clear and nice.
to Rumford Falls to-day on business.
Removed from oaln and sorrow.
Ella Johnson is gaining a very little.
The loved husband I· now at rest,
R. E. Taylor and family are stoppiug
Last week a donation was appointed
The father that lovingly led thee
at Jotham Shaw's.
Mr.
is
Taylor
helpfor
Rev. Mr. Kelley, but the weather
Through childhood 1» now with the bleat.
So drr your tear·, fond mourners.
ing Mr. Shaw get his year'· supply of aud traveling prevented many that inAnd when earth's tolla are o'er.
wood.
tended to attend from being present.
You will meet and greet that loved oue,
Mrs. Β. M. Libby, who has been caring
At the late fair of the ladies' circle
W here parting la no more.
for
her
Dr.
S.
has
reC.J.T.
brother,
Taylor,
one quilt was sold by two young ladies
returned
to
her
home
in
cently
Bridgton, each passing a paper
tive cents
Bryant'* Pond, Maine, Jan. 15, 1904.
where she found her family quarantined from those around. soliciting
The one who obfor
diphtheria.
tained the most money got the quilt,
Rev. Prank W. Sandford has trans
Mr. M. S. Whitney is spending the and the circle the
fer red the "Shiloh" property in Lisboi t
money. Maud Allen
in
winter
N\
with
his
Errol,
H.,
The
daugh- got $13, the other young lady 19. Twento "The Kingdom."
property
ter.
name
as
trustee
foi
r
two dollars for a quilt was a large price.
formerly stood in hie
Taylor has gone to Macy to ΜWe are all expecting warm, pleasant
Almighty Qod. The Kingdom is a cor siatVirgil
his brother John S., who la station
οΙ
lawa
under
the
days ere long to compensate for these
poration organized
agent and postmaster there.
Maine.
frigid cold ones.
one or more

>a< Bible·.
said by detectives to be
Blblne
other obmore rarely stolen than any
Bibles are
Jects. This Is not because
few
worthless to a thief, but because
to
criminals are sufficiently depraved
said
steal the good book. A detective
case
recently that in an important
which he had followed up some years
the house.
ago a thief had entered
and left
stolen some valuable Jewels
Bible IkhiihI in white
a
Thieve·
are

STATE OF HilBTE.
iXFOBD, ββ
ses
1 Jourtof County Commissioners, December
within and foi
slon, A. D. 1903, held at Pari·,the
last
Tuesday
on
the said County of Oxford,
29tb day ol
of December, A. D. 1903, being the
said month.

tbe County
County Commlseloners for

A. D
of Oxford, In tbe month of September,
11HK
903,
provided by law, made actual Inspection
as

and open foi
County roads duly located
and
ravel lying In unincorporated townships
in said
mentioned
racts of lAnd hereinafter
the con
j bounty, for the purpo e of ascertaining
amount
lltlon of said roads and estimating the
be sale
îeeded to put the same In repair so as to
It appear
and
travel;
for
ind convenient
public
untouched
nol
were
that said roads
ng on said Inspection
convenient foi
chicken skin and studded with pearls.
η good repair and not safe and
Tuesday.
should
a
tax
the
jurposcs of public travel and that
Dr. Brock of Portland was in consul- The detective caught the thief, and
of said
je assessed ou said lands for the repair
tation with Dr. G. L. Sturdivant in the man who had been robbed, a dealer in -oads therein ; they do therefore on the 29th day
thai
order
and
took
in
D.
case of Mr. Charles Mason who has been
jail,
A.
1903,
adjudge
his
>f December,
despoiler
curios, visited
and the same arc
ill several weeks.
he had not :he following eums be assessed
land· la un
an interest in him because
the
following
assessed
upon
The Bethel Library Association held
reform- lereby
and tracts of land here
ncorporated townshipsthe
taken the Bible and eventually
its annual entertainment Thursday evenpurpose of repairing
nafter mentioned, for
him a good Job.
and
him
them during the yeai
ed
got
through
served
was
he roads passing
ing. A chicken-pie supper
said, "that if I 1904, to wit:
thief
the
the
in
knew,"
"I
all
at the "Howard" then
joined
o:
Andover West Surplus, for the purpose
Whist. A11 took that Bible it would do me harm
games, Flinch, Pit and
County road lead
repairing that part of the
do me
it
llei
a
it
might
which
take
This
attractive.
leap
didn't
to
being
Upton
and if I
proved
ng from Andover Corner
dollars am
has been
now. thank
in said Surplus the sum of flfty-one
year affair, and the fact that it
good. I let It alone, and
cents is asaeseed as follows :
the
had
have
ninety-one
the
ladies
since
a
and
righteous
eight yenrs
heaven, I'm an honest
privilege of doing escort duty, there man."
waH a large gathering and the financial
The detective added that in another
and social result was very satisfactory.
at
JS
β
£
thief had stolen a Bible
«
o*5
*
The village schools close Friday which case where a
>
Η
Ά
ft
"Another
C
the book had been returned.
completes the school year.
he added, Henry W. Dunn, j)art of home- 10»
$ 12Λ «08
The M. E. society are to have a con- thing few thieves will take,"
stead,
8
lis
100
cert given by colored singers.
"is a childV savings bank."—Chicago C. A. Andrews, Boobler lots,
Co.,
International
Paper
The
The basketball teams of Gould Acad- Tribun*·.
So 2
750»
6i00
balance of town ddp,
the
emy went to Berlin Friday to play
«51 9
two teams of Berlin High.
ΤΙι« Γκ?ίιι1 Sunflower.
North Sur
inferior
The students of the academy will hold
And Henry W. Dunn of Andover
It is a common joke to call
ex
the
plus Is appointed Agent to su|>erlntend
their annual fair in February.
as a, matI
of the same according to law and
cigars "cabbage leaves," but,
pendlture
directs.
"weeds" are required to give bond as the luw
ter of fact, some very good
Fryeburg.
ο
the
for
purpose
Andover North Surplus,
the leaves of the sunflower.
County way lead
Mr. A. F. Lewis has gone to Washing- made from
repairing so much of the
the
can also be smoked in
leaves
Andover Corner to Upton as lies wlthli
of
from
These
remainder
the
Ing
to
D.
spend
C.,
ton,
and also so much of the Blacl
a
said
Sut
the winter.
place of tobacco, forming quite passa- BrookSurplus,
road, so called, as lies within said
to ble substitute.
returned
of two hundred and elghty-tw
Miss Elsie Pitts has
sum
the
plus,
follows:
as
her
excellent
is
assessed
dollars
Massachusetts after a long visit with
The stalks and leaves make
the forfather, Rev. Ε. T. Pitts.
food for various animals, while
Tuesday morning was the coldest yet, mer can also be employed as fuel. Sunthe thermometer over 40 below.
seeds of
Η
2
flower cake is made from the
£
a
There was a public installation of
if
t<e
ρ
χ
(r<
>
after the oil lias been
Ά
ft
useful
this
plant
Ο
Hall
officers at Masonic
Monday evening,
oil being very nearly Chas. Chase, It. L. Morton
Jan. 18. Music was furnished by a extracted, this
500 « £00 *24 (1
homestead,
in cooking.
7S
250
Lewiston male quartette, readings by equal to olive oil and used
Preston F. Austin, homestead, S00
fur if. A. Lovelov, homestead,
7£
250
2m)
Mrs. E. F. Doughty and Miss Susan The seeds not only serve as food
Lamed
S.
old
W.
Dunn,
Henry
Walker.
(5ti
2·*»
loo
cattle; they are mashed and kneaded
homestead,
121
4»»
200
Mr. Fred Fife of Auburn spent Sun- into bread by the poor peasants of cer- Henry W. Dunn, homestead,
3d
loo
Oxford.
Andrew Abbott, lots No.22A23, 1C0
day with his parents, Mr. and Mrs. S. tain parts of llussla, and they tind It C.
05
1 t
Ml
A. Burgess, lot No 3D,
T. A. Roberts Post, G. A. R., are iuvit- W. Fife.
uni
Mrs. Charles P. Bartlett
31!
110
No school at the academy Friday, on very palufaJtle.
lfO
31
lots
No.
432,
Henrv
Abbott,
ed to a campfire given by Bosworth Post
of
Potash is obtained from the ash
37
125
100
account of not being able to warm the
George K. Smith, timber lot,
at Portland, in February.
The proportion is about K. I.Brown, John Small farm
the stalks.
The ofiicers of Oxford Division, S. of building.
7!
.'too
250
and lot on Sawyer Brook,
total ash
Mr. Sampson Ilarriman is able to be one-third of ]M>tasb to the
international Paper Co, K.
T., are as follows:
is
71
250
400
A
Λ
45
dye
yellow
46,
Pluinmer lots 43. 44,
out.
left after burning.
W. I» —Dr. Ortn Stevens.
Co., lots
There are a great many sick with made frbiu the flower of the plant. The International Paper
W. Λ.—Mrs. J. E. I'arrott.
Mareton
and
40, 41, 42, 47, 48,
Treas.—Geo. J. I'arrott.
18(
colds.
COU
ÛO0
fiber can be worked into a silk matelot,
F. S.—Mrs. <:. S. Hanscom.
International Paper Co., reMr. John Henry Weston has returned rial.
R. S.—Lula G. Stone.
mainder of township except
to Holyoke after spending his vacation
Λ. K. S.—Kvie L. I'rtrrott.
tiOOO Ink
9900
public lots,
Chap.—Rev. Mr. Newport.
with his parents, Mr. and Mrs. E. P.
Con —Lucella Brackett.
#482 (
Weston.
h
Mnke
II·»»»·
to
fnuipflre.
A. C.—lennle Cobb.
Mr. John Howe has been sitting for a
And It Is hereby ordered that the tax assessc
I. S.—Harry L. Robinson.
An absurd and reprehensibly destrucF. A
F.
Preston
Austin,
Chase,
O. S.—Fre<l Smith.
against Chas.
model for the artists. Mesers. Newman
Ive practice is the building of lires be- Lovejov, Henry W. Dunn. Andrew Abbot
1». W. P.—Wilfred Perkins.
and Bassett, at the latter's studio on
P. Iiartlctt an
Charles
Mrs.
A.
C.
Burgees.
leatli a tree "in order to get the draft."
Charles Andrews has finished putting Smith Street.
Henry Abbott, George K. Smith, and Κ. I. Browi
trees
in ice for himself and for Miss Fisher of
together with $130.00 of tbe taxes of the Interni
A public installation of officers at G. Hie fools that do this kill great
t
the Oxford Spring House and is now cut- A. R. Hall of Grover Post, and also of for nothing but a campflre. There is tlonal Paper Company, amounting in all
$232.00 be expended upon the road leadin
<
ting for other parties.
A
Fuller
the Relief Corps.
no sense in that wretched practice.
from Andover to Upton, and Lincoln
sami
The officers of the Y. P. S. C. E. are:
Mr. Joseph Prescott died Jan. 10 of fire for camp cooking should be built Upton Is appointed Agent to expend tbedirect
anil Is required to give bond as the law
President—Rev. Mr. Newport.
is easier. A And the balance of ssld tax assessed against tli
pneumonia.
and
the
In
nothing
open,
Vice-President— Mrs. Richmond.
Mr. J. W. Towle is caring for Mr.
Patter Company, amounting I
Treas.—Mr». Hazeo.
bare rock is the best place, and if you International
iso.oo, be expended upon the Black Brook roa<
John Page.
See.—Mrs. 11 an scorn.
of
barrier
a
it
cook
Dunn
of Andover North Surplue I
are to
and Hurt
by
put up
Lookout com.—Eva Frost. Mrs. KMen.
Mr. Will Irish has been quite ill since
the same, and !
to
6oclal—Mrs. Starblrd, Kvle I'arrott, llessle
loose stones just extensive enough to appointedtoagent bondexpend
Boston.
from
returned
as the law directe.
he
give
required
Newport, Edith French, Lulu Brackett.
stove
make a lire as large as a kitchen
Music—Lulu Stone.
Township Letter "C" for the purpose <
East Brownfield.
the Black Krook road, so calle·
Flower— Miss Coming, Eva Frost.
would hold, put a flat stone over these
repairing
In said towm-ldp, and also the "Carr
Missionary—Mrs. FWlior.
lying
thermome- walls, and you will have all you want.
the
Last
morning
Tuesday
Edwards.
Te m pi· ran ce—Mrs. Hanscom, Mrs.
Road", so railed, whlrfi lies In said townshl]
ter registered from 30 to 40 below.
You can fry bacon and your corn the sum of two hundred and fifty dollars I· a
Born Jan. 20th, to the wife of Dr. U.
as follows:
sessed
Mr. L. R. Giles with his children, cakes and boil your cofl'ee 011 that
R. Farris, a daughter.
Ralph and Helen, left last Thursday for stone. This is as good for winter as
a trip through the South.
They intend for summer. And if you want a hot
Hiram.
Ζ
u
to be gone about two months.
Ezra Rankin, formerly of Hiram, was
»
'*
old campflre clear a place of all comA
Ϊ

gratified,

ment of the two-minute clip of the race
horse.
Ike and Mrs. Shaw left Friday for
Florida. Mr. and Mrs. C. M. Irish left a
few days previously for Boston, where
they met the Shaws to accompany them
to Fort Myers, Florida, to spend the
winter.
An old folks' ball came off at Nezinscot Hall Tuesday evening. Music by
Payne & Plummer's Orchestra, LewisThe affair was engineered by F. A.
ton.
Taylor, professional chef, whose long
experience as promoter of social functions made a wonderful success by paying all bills and opening a bank account.
No dead heads, tickets $1 at the door,
made every man think himself a bondholder—none of that "30 cent" feeling.
51 tickets, theu to pull a turkey's leg 91.
Receipts $103, less expense $80, §17
margin. They tell me it was a grand
more.
success, and are anxious for
Younger blood is needed for reportorial
work here. Some one that can be on
the grouud and touch up "the tassels
on the boots."
One literary discussion between shippers of game birds, and boxing tournament, for points, wo refrain from mentioning. Yes, a change is essential—
can't do matters justice from a distance.
The literary clubs met Jan. 19, the
Bucktield Literary Club with Mrs.
Ada Shaw, the Nezinscot History Club
with Miss Ardelia Prince.
The marriage of Chas. K. Buck of
Traverse City, Mich., a native of Buckfield, and Mrs. Anna Pike of this place,
is announced for Jan. 27.
Don't read many stories, scarce ever
struck
one continued, but unawares I
one in the Delineator, "The Evolution
of a Club Woman," by Agnes Sturbridge,
a hair keener than we often find them.
True to nature in every detail. Bead it.

lived on the old home place with his
brother and family.
Mr. Leslie Littlehale, formerly clerk
for Mr. Calvin Bisbee, now a prosperous
business man of Rockland, was in Bethel

Furnishing House!
Slaughter Sale

Ladies'

>f the

READY-TOWEARGARMENTS.
Suits that

ON

ON

—

hold from his old home at East
Hiram, Tuesday, Jan. 12th. Services
private. His age was 71 years, 5 months,
and ton days.
Miss Nellie W. Swan of Newton, Mass.,
has been visiting friends in Hiram and
East Hiram.
On Jan 19th the intense cold exceeded
all prior records in Hiram, it being at 40
below zero in Hiram village, 42 at Samuel L. demons', and 44 at Rufus N.
Lowell's.
Miss Etta Starbird is recovering from
a serious illness.
Henry Sargent and J.
Alonzo Lowell are also improving.
Fred C. Spring, John demons and
Seth W. Clemons are attending Shaw's
Business College at Portland.
was

Stickney

There is a

this locality.

present.
great scarcity

of water in

in order just
Surprise (?) parties
There are one or two every week.
now.
Mrs. Z. 0. Wentworth of Fryeburg
visited her parouts, Mr. and Mrs. Hiram
Gatchell, last week.
The Congregational Circle met with
Mrs. Ebeu Rounds last week.
Chas. Swan, Jr., is at home from Boston for a visit.
are

East Bethel.

C. H. Kimball from Paris visited this
place last woek.
Miss Gene Congdon, who has been the
guest of J. M. Bart let t and family, returned home to Brockton, Mass., last
week.
West Sumner.
Porter Harwell, George Hastings and
II. T. Ileath, wife ami three boys, ami
are drawing cord wood to Locke's
others
Mrs. K. P. Bowker visited Mr. and Mrs.
Elmer Tuell of West Paris, two days last Mills.
A. M. and J. W. Bean are cutting pulp
week.
The Directors of Oxford County Tele- wood.
A number of teams are drawing strips
phone and Telegraph Co. held a busiBartlett's mills in Rnmford
ness meeting in town on Thursday, Jan. from /. W.
to Locke's Mills.
14. The annual stockholders'

meeting

is to be held on Jan. 28th.
About twenty-live
couples attended
the dance Jan. 15th. A very pleasant

evening

was

spent.

Miss Edna Hazelton has come home
for a time to rare for her sister Agues,
who is so ill.
Mr. and Mrs. Fred II. Keene of Dixtield spent Sunday with Mr. and Mrs.
Charles Field.
J. A. Tuell makes two trips a week
with the baker iart, Thursdays to West
Paris aud vicinity, Saturdays to Bucktield.
Mrs. Alphonso Ilazelton is confined to
the house with neuralgia in the face.
W. E. Doble is on the sick list, at
least is not able to be in the storo but
part of tho time. G. A. Chandler is
assisting in the store in addition to the
regular clerks.
Mrs. G. II. Packard has been quite ill,
but is much improved at this writing.
The West Sumner friends of Will Cummings who was accidentally shot last
fall, are pleased to know he is so much
recovered as to be moved from the
hospital at Lewiston to his home in
North Hucktield.
Great sympathy is felt and expressed
for Miss Agnes Ilazelton who lies very
low at her home here. All wish for her
speedy recovery. Wishing to remember
her in a way to aid and cheer her, several
ladies of the village met together one
day this week and made a new comforter
for her. To this was added by voluntary
gifts money sufficient to obtain several

other articles of bedding and wearing
apparel, some towels and handkerchiefs.
With the gift go many wishes that she
may soon be well and strong again.

Mr.

Dudley

the

beneath will soon grow so strong that
hours
you can keep it up for as many
Hut be sure that you
as you please.
let It get down to the ashes before you
leave. Nobody knows what may happen after you leave a blazing tire.—
111 i η«·.
The mcutai discipline which may be
derived from tlie practice of stenography is permanent. Speed may 1 »«·
lost, word signs may slip away, but
the power of concentrating the attention persists. Nor is the increased power of analysis confined to the analysis
of spoken words. It is brought into
play in all kinds of mental work. Possibly the truth may be that only per-

installation

furnished music at
of the Knights of

at Iliram Thursday evening.
Mrs. A. B. Ordway is reported as very
sick.
A. W. Belcher, D. D. G. P., assisted
by Α. II. Jones as G. J. W., went to
Lovell Monday evening and installed the
officers of Lake Kezar Encampment,
I. O. O. F., No. 20; also four past Chief
Patriarchs from Mt. Pleasant Encamp,
ment, No. 14, assisted in the installation
which was public. A fine supper was
served by the ladies.

Pythias

Lovell.
much saddened
to hear of the death in New York on
Wednesday of Mr. Frank H. Swett of
this place. Mr. Swett, who was formerly of Portland, had been many years in
the employ of the Yale Lock Co. as inspector of bank and vault locks, and had
traveled nearly all over the United
States. About four years ago, he, with
his wife, made their home in this village
for the purpose of caring for her aunt,
Mr. Swett has
Mrs. Kate Farrington.
enjoyed his life here much, in the summer caring for a large garden, and during a few months of the winter going to
the cities in his former employment.
The present winter he was to visit the
banks of New York, Baltimore, Wash-

The people here

were

ington and Philadelphia.

He

was

taken

speech

a

lawyer

or

preacher

development

of

analytical

ISO

18

*

44

44

44

44

powers.—

Flu»·

her, stepping softly, hat in hand.
Though she was expiring, her fading
eye lit up at tin· sight of liini.
see

"IIow sweet it would be for me to
die in your arm·," she murmured.
lie held her as she wished till lie
died, then went out again, stepping
softly, hat in hand. One of his spiteful
chroniclers—a woman, needless to saysuggests that he was off to a rendez-

10.00

8.00

44

to

HOSIERY, GLOVES, COLLARS

mention.

A beautiful

amounting

to

$1.75

to

$1.50 $8.00.
98c. to 8.00.

Skirt·

to

5.00. Furs
2.50. Wrappers
Hats 98 cents.

to

19c.

la.r.o

44

$15.00.

to

38c.

llnderwe:ir

and other

numerous

to

purchase

with each

Now is the time to call and

$16,00.

see us.

CO.,

South Paris.

Block,

Maxim

Square,

Market

2.00.

things too

Glass

of Prescut

present

to

75c.

L. M. LUNT &
8TORE8.

BLUE

SUITS, OVERCOATS AND ULSTERS
AT CLEAN-UP PRICES,

Our stock of Fall and Winter Wearables is getting badly broken.
Have a great many odd lots that we would like to close out before our new

Although

stock arrives.

the wholesale market is

higher

than when

we

prospect of lower prices, we have decided to give you the
same liberal reductions as in our past mark downs.
Our motto, "Never carry over goods but give our customers ne*
lines each season," causes us to place our Entire Stock of ReadytO"

bought,

with

no

Wear Clothing
Come

Prices.

at your

early

disposal.

Here

are

Temptation

few of the

a

and get first choice.

Sale Commences Monday, Jan. 18th
All

our

»

"

it

it

"

"

tt

tt

$15, 16, 18, Values
$12, 13, 14, »
$IO)

$7.50, 8, 8.50,

Our regi ilar

$12.00

go at
»

»

it

tl

tl

"

"

"

6.00

it

tt

tt

4.OO

IO OO

7.5Ο

DEESS.
Trousers, (wd°ressh)

Odd

Men's

$4.50 Values,

$3-75

$3

4.00
3.00
2 75

25. 3-5°

2.25, 2.50
2.25
1.60

2.00

1.19

"

Youths' Suits, Overcoats, Reefers.
Former

price $10.00,
"
7.50, S,
it

**

$7-5°

now

6.00

"
44

5.00

4.00

REEFERS,

BOYS' and CHILDREN'S SUITS, OVERCOATS,

have made Β VRGAIN PRICES.
but

a

visit to

us

Have not the space to quote
will convince you that you need look no further.

COATS, REEFERS, WORK COATS,

MEN'S FUR

you cannot afford to let pass.
Look in our windows for Sale Price

at

we

prices

prices

now

Winter Underwear anil

on

Overshirts.

F. H. NOYES CO.,
SOUTH PARIS.

NORWAY,

BROKEN LOT SALE !

* 750 * S t
800

5;

■**'

3t

3o«H)
200

211
Η

500

3

Ί75

50
50
5o

li
!
!
a

SO
80

Î
Î

OUR USUAL CLEARING UP SALE
WILL COMMENCE JAN. 5TH.
HERE IS A' CHANCE TO MAKE
A FEW DOLLARS GO A LONG
WAY IN KEEPING YOU WARM.

(

$10 Overcoats
$ 7.25
8.50
$12 Overcoats
$ 4 Children's Reefers 2.98
$ 3 Children's Reefers 1.98
19.00
$22.50 Fur Coat

I·»·

....

15»
5oo

I (I
31

loo

i

50
St)
Mi
loo

a
s
J

....

#52 £

vous with the lady of the moment, and
that the graceful manner in which lie
bore the delay caused by his wife's
death was proof of the perfect breeding
of one of the finest g^jitleinen in Eu·

1500,
12.50,

$1.50

Waists

$15.00

44

ο

Leforest Connor, lot .'I. It. 7, A
175
Ε. 1-2 of 4, R. 7.
Allison Brown. \V. 1-2of 4,R.7,
100
Α Ν. E. 1-4 of 5. K. 7,
M. It. Chandler, S. E. 1-2 of .1.
«V
It. 7, A S. W. 15 of 5, It. 7,
lt*>
1-2 of 0, It. 7,
Est. A. S. Beau, lots 1 Λ 2 In It.
Γι, anil ρ irts of lots :i, 4, 5 A 0,
It 5, 4 A 9. It. ·!, and 4, It. 8.
and Ν. E. 1-4 1, It. li, and lot 7
In It. 7, and part of «5 In It. 7, 725
C S. Edwards, lots 8 A 9, R. 5, 175
Ell I'eabody and 11. I'. Wheel1»«
er, lots 1,2 A 3. It. 8.
-losluh Connor, N. W. 1-4 lot 5,
13
It. 7,
Italph W. Bean, lots 2 A 3, R. (I, 200
30
It.
Fred L. Edwards, lot 1,
7,
D. A. Karwell, N. W 1-4 1, It. ιί, 25
trunk Karwell Est., S. W. 1-4 1,
25
It. «,
Nim'l W. Potter, S. E. 1-4 1. It. li, 25
John W. Bennett, S. W. 1-4 4,
Il
R. 7,
Allison Brown, A. W. Stilus
200
lots,
loo
Henry Stiles, homestead,
Mrs. C. I.. Abbott, part lot 1,
15
It. 4,
Mrs. C. F. Brown, patt lot 1,
30
R. 4.
Fletcher I. Beau,part lot 1, It. 4, 10
5
I). <>. Bennett, part meadow lot,
l·*·
Roscoe K. Cross, lot 5, R. li,

or

Gentleman.
The Duc de ltiehelieu. the beloved of
ladies, the breaker of hearts, was the
perfect One gentleman of a studiously
elegant epoch. The suave repose of his
When his
manner was immovable.
second wife lay dying lie came in to
Λ

7500

or

writer is obvious. Mathematics is the
only study that can be compared to a
scientific system of shorthand for the

The World Today.

44

0

write an essay on it w^ile the other
would be groping around for an
introduction. The value of this sort of
t<>

44

February 25.

now

1.50

OS

men

discipline

44

$50»» f100 (

Roxbury

sons with minds naturally analytic can
become expert stenographers and that
the faculty is a cause rather than an
However
effect of such proiicieuey.
that may be, the man who lias a mind
of that sort can select a topic at random. analyze it rapidly into its natural

44
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neruiiy OT'ILTU'l mut tilt ua UTvn
against the Union Water Power Co, (#100) I
expended on the Black Brook. Road In &ald towi
ship, ami Hurt Dunn of Andover North Surpli
U appointed Agent to expend the name ami I
required to give boni!.
The tax assessed against Coc et ale, (#180) I
lie expemle'l on the Carry Hon·I In said towi
Is u|
ship,and Albert Λ. Jenne of to
give bond t
polntcil Agent, and le re<|iilre<l
the law requires.
"C" Surplus, for the purpose of ropalrln
ho much of the County road leading froi
Andover to Upton an lien In said Surplus, tl:
"inn of thirty live dollars Is assessed as follow·
Upon the entire tract, supposed to contain nic
thousand, three hundred acres, exclusive c
nubile, lots, and owned one-third by T. U. Coe <
Bangor, and two-thirds by David Plngree, An
Maria Wheatland and Anna P. I'eabod;
the sum of thirty-live dollars; and Benne
Morse of Upton Is appointed Agent to expen
the same and Is required to give bond as tl
law directe.
Ν Frycburg Academy Grant, for the purpoi
road thereli
\_s of repairing the only County
the sum of flity-two dollars and llfty-sl
cents Is assessed as follows:
It

Short lui nil ami Mt'iilnl Itlsci

a

Λ

$-250 (

Springlield Republican.

Denmark.
S. Perkins still remains subdivisions and make

quite sick.
Ingalls' Orchestra

0
'J
ft
V,
Union Water Power Co, of
Lewiston, dam, lot and build20»
ings,
T. I'.Coe, one-third, David Pingree, Ann Maria Wheatland
and Anna P. Peabody, twothirds of remainder of said
township except public lots, 19500
S

bustibles and liegin small, gradually
adding a stick or two, and tlie heat

$25.00,
18.50,

were

"

Coats

ON

Mrs. Ilattie Sanborn, having closed
killed in the Rock Island Railroad acciher house, is staying with Mrs. E. A.
funeral
at
The
dent, Jan. 0th,
Topeka.
for the
G.

article to be sold before

Every

And Allison Brown of Fryeburg Acadein
tirant Is appointed Agent to superintend tli
expenditure of the same and Is required to glv
bond as the law directs.

.

1 Lot Men's Rubbers 55c.

Itlley Plantation for the purpose of repali
lng the road In said Plantation running u
to Wm. Gorman's the sum of one hundrc
dollars Is assessed as follows:

ON

sick in New York with severe pain in rope,—Géraldine Βοιιιιπ· in The Iteader.
his foot, went to the hospital, where it
developed into carbuncles or boils, and
ν
I'aKanlul'N lilt·» of tlir Snhliatli.
2
jiu
u
λ
JT
he lived but one week after that. His
Λ11 incident in the life of I'aganitii
<
S
t
IΓ
West Bethel.
χ
remains were taken to Forest Hills
S
-Ζ
comes to us from Liverpool. The great
fc
KO.**
—" 'Ati honest nmn Is the noblest work of
"
a
κ
t·
Go<l,' Cemetery, Boston, to await burial in the
ο
violinist was visiting friends in the
Be he a kin?, or tiller of the sod;
Geo. W. Blanchard, Wm. Ma
spring.
He (earn nut those who as hh equals stand,
ÎOOO #2ooo # 8 1
son lots U, 7, 8 A », It. 1,
The town schools closed this week, suburbs of that city at the house of a
Nor le he servile to the rich anil granit."
balance of townthe terms being shorter than usual.
lady whose religious ideas were severe- Same owners,
ship draining Into the AndroThe measles have progressed as far as ly strained by her guest venturing tu
scoggin river north of Berlin
—"Account not him a saint
SOCO
20 3
2520
Falls, Ν. H.,
Who goes tochnrch ami prays;
West Lovell.
on the Sabbath day.
play
Hi
1rs of Robert Estes, 12 lot
Then lavs aside hi·» Sunday paint,
Mr. Cushman has moved to the home
50
2
loO
R 13
"Vy," asked the musician, "eef ze
Ami lets a weaker brother faint,
coo
of his son, L. C. Cushman.
4no
2 4
Sabat mos be so holie that nosing 1110s Edwin II. Ingalls, homestead,
Through Intervening days."
"
40
800
looo
Est. of Alonzo Fltleld.
P. B. Walker has been confined to the
"
14
350
300
January has given us few pleasant house for a week with a bad cold and 1κ» done at all, vy does Proveedenee Wm. Gorman,
"
40
&oo
lOOo
N. Littlehale,
days.
permit ze leetel birds to sing on dat Stlllman
throat trouble.
3
50
75
Fred Gorman, W. 1-4 lot2, R.8,
Lewis Tyler is confined to hie bed, and
00
8
200
S. H. McAllister was at Portland Sat- «lay and ze leaves of ze forest to clap G. F. Littlehale, hoinest'-ad,
8
200
200
Wm. C. Chapman, lot 1, R. 15,
gradually failingzere
hands
for
ze
is
at
his
who
to
see
brother
Joy,
making
rustling
Oldin,
urday
8
200
200
Est. W. W. Mason, lot 3. R. ·.»,
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Huslin Underwear Sale !

NORWAY.

Renient

cX?

is
Our Annual January Muslin Underwear Sale
here. This year our underwear is fully up to our
high standard of quality, style and workmanship.

You

goods

EA.

give us a ca.

WJ-V

Long Skirts

'light

—

runuui^
SÇ.00

building
|lttl

whTch

inîi

Grange,

Nature's Warning.

Smht

j

ΓΓ»ν<!Γΐ.

ways

This year

(state

higiilv.

fully

line is

our

good

as

as ever.

ONE LOT skirts of good cambric,

ers.

Just
new

you need

dust ruffle,

ONE LOT of good cambric, loose
pront, trimmed with 2 inch hamburg
great insertion, hamburg edge at ncck and

The gowns we have in a
styles, will mention only a few
to give you an idea how they run.

Women's

$1.25 and $1.5(

[Î

S inch Hounce, with 3

ι

irmcyes,

ONE LOT of long cloth, round
low neck, wide hamburg with ribbon at neck and sleeves, good full

ies
ONE LOT corset covers of long
:loth, French style, round neck, ^
nch band of lace beading, and inser:ion with ribbon, very ne<<t,... .68c.
ONE LOT corset covers of tine
of
ong cloth, loose front, wide yoke
ine lace and insertion, beading with
'ibbon front and back,
$1.25

S7C.

si/es,

96c.
neck,
ONE LOT gowns of fine long
cotton,
cloth, round neck, trimmed with

rows

lace in-

good

$1-25

length,

width and

ONE LOT pretty skirts of

"J

Truly,

'j

SMILEY

•j

L

ν

NORWAY,

—

à

We find at stock taking, several
ots that are slightly crushed and
•oiled, but not otherwise damaged.
1'hese we have marked very cheap.

$i.yS

Drawers

long

ONE LOT gowns, good quality,
These come in a variety of styles
now. .79c.
I jretty style, were $1.00,
cloth, with ao inch flounce, 4 rows and prices.
cotof
LOT
ONE
good quality
ONE LOT of better gowns, of
of wide lace insertion, and 4 clusters
ton, umbrella rutile, with hemstitch- ( ine material, long cloth and camof tucks, 4 inch lace edge, dust ruf- I'd tuck,
25c. 1 >rics, were $1.50 and 1.69, now
$«.19
wide
$2·75
of
fle, very full,
cambric,
LOT
ONE
good
2 clusters tucks, hemLOT long skirts, good style
ONE
rullle,
umbrella
SKIRTS
ONE LOT SHORT
50c. md si/e. crushed, were $1.75, now
stitched, hamburg edge,
of good cambric, trimmed, with
$1-25
ONE LOT of good cotton, wide
ONE LOT corset covers of long
flounce, tucked, and hamburg edge, rutile, with two clusters of tucks and
sizes 23 to 29,

50c.

This is but

çSc.

insertion, lace edge,

<

:loth, soiled,

were

50c., now..25c.

few of the many bargains in underwear

a

Glad to show others.

showing.

we are

Norway,

Norway,

Maine.

Maine.
Against

Protects the System

Catarrh,

riCKVENTS

HYOMKI

ΟΚΙΓ ANI)

COLDS

Α ΝI»

WALL PAPER AT
ONE-HALF PRICE.

rUICKS

MONK Y HACK IK

CATAKH1I.

IT KAII.S.

"An ounce of prevention is worth a
pound of cure." A few breaths of
Hyoraei through the neat pocket inhaler

that comes witli every outfit will check
cold or the grip at the start, and prevent serious and lasting illness.
In all catarrhal troubles and diseases of
the air passages, Hyomei lias a positive

«

*

u

"

not possessed by any other mediIt is pleasant and
cine or treatment.
convenient to use; simply put 20 drops
of Ilyomei in the inhaler and breathe it a
few minutes, four times a day. In this
way every particle of air that enters the
lungs is charged with a healing balsam
that kills all catarrhal germs, soothes <
and allays the irritated mucous membrane, vitalizes the blood with ozone, |
and makes a permanent and complete

New wall papers are arriving and
for the next two weeks we will sell
L500 rolls of 1903 stock at 50 cents

A Ilyomei outfit costs only $1, and
contains an inhaler, medicine dropper
and bottle of Ilyomei. The inhaler lasts

N.

action

cure.

lifetime and when more Hyomei is
needed, extra bottles can be obtained for
50 cents.
F. A. Shurtleff «fc Co. give their personal guarantee with every Ilyomei outtit they sell to refund the money if it
does not cure.
a

an

the dollar.

Dayton

Sçtuaro,

Marltot

35

MAINE.

PARIS,

SOUTH

Oculist,

Cold Weather Clothing

will be at Elm House, Norway,
Wednesday, Feb. 17. Ollice hours,
to :^o A M. to S P. M.
Examined free.

Eyes

for

Γ

men

This

and

boys.

Clothing

to

keep

one

warm.

full of the latest and best. Plenty of
in dogskin, Russian calfskin, wombat,

store is

fnr coals

Six.

$13 to $23. Canvas and woolen coats
lined with heavy lambskin, wide ulster collar, $3 to
$5. Pontiac frocks and shirts for $2.25. Sweaters
all weights, gra les and colors. For men $1.50 to
$5. For boy» 50c. to $2 Caps for men and boys
of Alaska seal $3.50.
25c. ami upwards. Fur caps
etc., Γιοιη

Ollice

steps from the Post
<>f

door

to

water

bottles at

one

hot

those

Mufliers 25c. to $1.50. Gloves and mittens for
All grades and kinds 25c. to $2.25.
men and boys.
Fur gloves.

Sixty=nine
Just the

thing

for this cold weather.

War-

cents each.

ranted for

ono

year

everything except

BROOKS—The

FOR

Sh IOE
F. W.

H.

B.

FOSTER,

NORWAY,

against

MAINE.

abuse.

Pharmacist.

Next to I'ost Ollice, South Paris.

L

Bolster & Co.

Tenney,

Dr. Austin

too

We have a lot of V 'omen's Winter Slippers
that have sold for $1.2^ ; and $1.50. We have
marked them all $1.00. Call and see them.

£

Marked Down

wide band of lace and insertion,
wash ribbon, lace and insertion at

sertion, and lace edge, dust ruffle, sleeves,

Slippers

JjJ

25c.

many

98c.

good sizes,

ONE LOT skirts of good

_

p_'

some

more.

■

..

our

see

line and you

will décidé that

ONE LOT gowns of good heavy
tine hamburg edge at neck
cotton,
rutile,
and sleeves, hamburg \oke, high

hamburg

wide flounce with

kllt°tir.ïregirdi.g

>

many

dainty corset cov-

ONE LOT corset covers, good
loose front, fitted back, 2
with
of
cotton,
LOT
juality,
ONE
good
You will remember we have alwith
lace inset tion in
yoke of hamburg and tucks, hamburg rows lace aiound neckfront,
and arm75c. "ibbon,
carried a fine line of skirts. at neck and cutis,

Being'

bundle

lady is'apt

to have too

shoud

wear

the"

°Κ

our

Ladles who
le to see
pretty under-

v,

"τίΓΚοο»!

No

last
stock
year's
marked down.

and part

aCST»°t"»i.h

_

new

are

Corset Covers

Night Gowns

these

Part of

folding

Snfait

articles, besides find-

a

facilities

>

on many

better line to select from than at any other
time of the year.

ing

"ΐ,«"south

o^t

money

can save

STORE,
MAINE.

FAUNÇJE,

Salesman.

Miss Libby of Norway, will open the COTTAGB STUDIO, Jan. i, with a splendid free offer

Oxford Panel or the Pans Portrait with
every dozen of S3.00 Cabinets.
of

an

We shall have

large photos

on

some

fine

exhibition.

samples

of these

THE GHBAT

TONIC FOR COWS !
I sell the $1 00 size can for 90 cents, 50 cent size can for 45 cent·.
he
6 large cans for $5.00. A*k the prosperous farmer what
to the
each
worth
over
I
sell
year
$100
of
KOW-KURE.
thinks
most

successful farmers.

JAMES N. FAVOR,

OX Main St., Norway, Maine.
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Ivers & Pond Pianos.

ffHEPUKffl

(The CMserraMrj Expands/
The New England Conservatory of
Muaic is «bout to move into its beautiful
This
new buildings on the Back Bay.
ia the largest school of music in the
world, and its pre-eminence among
American institutions has been conceded
ever since it was founded in 1353 by Dr.
Κ ben Tourjee.
Twenty years ago, when the department of pianoforte instruction was being
developed, a few Ivers Λ Pond pianos
Since then, as the conwere purchased.
servatory has expanded, there have
gradually been acquired 'MS Ivers Λ
Pond pianos. With the expansion incidental to moving into the new building, the board of directors of the conservatory have placed their order for 31
additional Ivers A Pond pianos, making I
a total of 29Θ.
Higher tribute to this famous Boston
art product would be hardly possible I
than 20 years' continued patronage by
this most critical of musical institutions.

No.

As the old

W. J.

Weary and worn out all the
time. Back weak and lame and

Headache, Nervous,
The KidExcitable.
Restless,
sick.
are
neys

50 YEARS'
EXPERIENCE

PATENTS
"designs'

Copyrights Ac.

"vvvv

Αητοη* »end!ti»c a sket< ii and description ma?
whether an
quickly ascertain our opinion free('••nimunlemin*crtti"n ι» probably patentable,
ttonsstrictlycviitldeiitud. Handbook on Patenta
for
securing patenta.
Mtit (reei. eldest aMMf
Fuient» tiUe'i tnrounh Munn A Co. recelre
tftic, without charge, lu the

«prriuJ

Scientific American.

A handsomely illustrated weekly. I. unrest ctrof any aetenUflC tournai. Terms. 93 a
year: four months. |L Sold by all newsdealers.
cu.aUi"!

New York
5
MUNN
Branch office, S35 Κ St, Washington, L). C.

Address,
LAUNDRESS,
Care Democrat Office,
South Paris.

cure

HEADQUARTERS FOR

No. 431.—Doable Acroatlc.
Primais aud tinals name a time when
joy abounds.
Beginning with the upper left hand

every symptom of Kidney Ills, from

common

backache

complicated urinary

to

disorders.
Mrs. Mark Hyde, of 45 Thornley street.
Pa w tucket, Κ. I., says: "Doau's Kidney
Pills have been used t>.v both my husband
aud two daughter*. aud'tiie relief obtained
In every case was very satisfactory. My
husbaud was bothered off aud on for a loug
time with palus across his back, which at
times became very severe. 1 saw Doau's
a
Kiduey Pille advertised. aud procured
box from W. L. Wood's drug store. He
rid
was
time
short
used them, aud In a very
Doan's
of the backache. I always keep
be
Kidney Pills ou haud, aud would uot
without them."
Fo··
50
cents.
For sale by all druggists:

letter road the primais downward and
the finals upward.
Crosswords: 1. To fatigue to excess.
3. A feminine
2. A singular person.

m

S.

RICHARDS,

4. To purpose.

name.

No. 432.—Anagrnmi.

Tin kags—A winter sport.
Nig coats— Enjoyed by children.
No. 43;t.—Illoatrated Zlffsag.

ter-Mitburu Co.. Buffalo, Χ. V.

m

OPTICIAN,

t

to read them.
Uer plan is this: Ab fast as a magazine
number has been read by all of the
family and is ready to be consigned to
the oblivion of the cloeet shelf, she
takes possession of it. The wire that
holds the leaves together is removed
and the various articles are separated
according to subject. She has heavy
marked
manila
"Art,"
envelopes
wants

Indigestion. Ninety-nine of every
hundred people who have heart trouble

remember when It via «Impie IndigesIt te a scientific (ad that all oases of
tion.
heart disease, not organic, are not onlv
traceable to. bet are the direct result of Indigestion. All food taken Into the stomacfc
which fails of perfect digestion ferments and
swells the stomach. puffing tt up sgalnst ths
heart. This Interferes with the action at
the heart and In the course of time thai
delicate but vital organ becomes diseased.
Mr. D. ICaubta. of Nevada. O.. My·: lhadatomacfc
houbto and was tea bad «tata as I had hast trouble
vtth tt. 1 took Kodai DrapapaU Car* for atoet torn
mUi and tt cered mm.

ο

ο ο ο

Granite Work, Cement, Lime,

Supplies.

Complete Supply

Ν. H.
sent on

application.

ON

—

to

close

up stock.

Club Offer.

MAINE.

Address

call

at

&

shall be

No.

the office of

W.

P.

Mail orviera

SUPPLIES !
Λ AX l.H,
Pari»,

île.

promptly Ailed.

A

SPECIALTY.

For Price and Particulars address,

ALSO DEALER IN COAL AND WOOD.
BBRXilN A.NS OORSAM,

1ST. B.

CONSUMPTION

Cured at Last

Dr. T. A. Slocum, the Great Chemist and Specialist,
Will Send Free, to the Afflicted, Four Large
Samples of His Newly Discorered Remedies

Consumption and all Throat,
Chest and Lung Troubles.

to Cure

Nothing could be fairer, more philanthropic or carry more joy to the
afflicted, than this offer. Confident that he has discovered an absolute cure
for

consumption

and all

pulmonary complaints, and to make its great
Complete Treatment, embracing four large
samples, to any reader who may be suffering from coughs, colds, catarrh,
bronchial, throat and lung troubles or consumption.
Already this "New Scientific Course of Treatment" has permanently
cured thousands of apparently hopeless cases. There will be no mistake
in sending—the mistake will be in overlooking the generous invitation.
merits known, he will send his

Free to All
To obtain these FOUR FREE PBEPABATION9 that have never yet
failed to cure, all you have to do is to write

Dr. T. A.

SLOCUM, 98 Pine Street, New York,

full poet office and expreee address. The four FBES remedies will then be
•eat you at once, direct from laboratories, with lull instruction· tor ose in every case,

giving

EXISTENCE.

sweet-

Key to the l'amsler.
Fill-a-dell-fi-a
420.
Charade:
—

now

to

not in use. A gravel path
the held, and a tame magobpie. which had the run of it, was
served to walk repeatedly and demurely from the path to a particular point
in the Held, conveying each time a

Cemplaiat—

in lier bill,ami then returning
without it. A magpie seldom continues
at any one amusement for any length
of time, but this amusement went on
so long that the curiosity of the owner
There irtust be somewas aroused.
thing unusually novel or piquant about
it. He went to the spot and found that
toad had fallen into one of the
a

irresistible "currack" of delight above.
—K. Boswortli Smith in Nineteenth
Century.

Tlit* Gooaf and Gridiron.
There existed in London long before
the great lire in St. Paul's churchyard
a very itopular music house called the
Miter. Ilere concerts were held, and
the music at these performances had at

least the merit of volume and joyousness. But the great tire laid the building in ruins and banished the music.
When the place was rebuilt, the new
tenant, wishing to ridicule the character of the former business, chose as his
sign a goose stroking the bars of a
gridiron with her foot and wrote below, "The Swan and Harp." At the

(Joose and Gridiron Sir Christopher
Wren presided over the St. Paul's lodge
of Freemasons for over eighteen years,
and he presented to the lodge the trowel and mallet with which lie laid the
first stone of the cathedral. The goose
is still preserved wKh her unmusical
in Guildhall.—Julian King L'ol-
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The Oxford
your own favorite local newspaper,

DAILY

THE TRUE "L F." (xDiC^c A3TS LtHTLV CUT
PROMPTLY /J.'U SUHELÏ, ΑΝΰ LL'VcS OSLV
GOOD EFFECTS ΙΠ ITS ΚΛλΕ

almost as

is a

AS

tiv Ί. I'·' MmUïIikî
iai'iff tw■>
a U
I .'tit', ! ·■·1 ■'
il. It i«n.«o6ipri»I
llicdii'ire * llich C lUII' t
cmi

people,
metropolitan newspaper for busy
Free Delivery Carriei
as a daily, and your Rural
week.
rings it to your door three times every
and Fridays,
It is published on Mondays, Wednesdays
cf The Daily
and contains all the most important news
value.
Tribune, which is a guarantee of its
and have not
If you live in the village or on a farm
in close touch
time for a daily newspaper you may be kept
small cost.
with all important news of the world at a very
The regular price of THE NEW YORK TRI-WEEKLY
it with
TRIBUNE is only 91.JS0 per year, butyou can secure
Democrat,

GOOD

t!·"

i·. t ο h'tfMy
vï
J.-.i...1 —V ri'ii J. II"1-

large

wooden sockets and that the magpie
was amusing herself by deliberately
stoning it! As each shot told, the toad
In the hole
gave a little hop of distress
deep below, which the magpie capped
by a big hop of satisfaction and an

to

in.

Ccjidn t Eateiihout
Distress—
Quick!)' Cured

stone

ALMOST

"I feel it my duty to
'ïpiiJ my R.iUltuu· to
lit I
you fur t!i· l»cti«
1
liftvc rtci iv'·*! and
imp
wtlnns ftew
Medi•L. F.' Alwooil-·
cine. Three Jrr»'· »*·;
] >. «ι frcr-ly troub.id
lin: com-lalrt.
v. iiîi
lr *■*« lni|>o'ciL « Γ

Severe Liver

The New-York
Tri-Weekly Tribune

papers One Year for $2.25.

NEWS-

Pianos η Organs

I have a large stock of new
Pianos and Organs, and have
some nice trades in second
hand instruments.
I have one Colonial Style, mahogany
case, Pease piano, 7$ octavo, almost new,
for ^189.

One walnut case Poole piano, almost
new, for §300, worth $250.
One second hand Ivers & Pond piano,
walnut case, for 9230, worth $300.
I have a nice oak case organ at Rumtord Falls, 11 stops, that I will sell at a
great trade.
One second hand Estey organ at South
Paris, «ilmost now, for *35.
One second hand Worcester organ, 11
Htops, in nice condition, for $4>1.

PAPER.

Send your order and money to The Oxford Democrat,
South Paris, Maine.
tme? mcu;
Tnb NfcWYour name and address on a postal card to
New-York
City, will
YORK TRI-WEEKLY TRIBUNE,

bring

you a free

sample

copy.

Τ

Every

Every

Up=to=Date

Wide=Awake
Farmer

Farmer

NEEDS

who is interested in the news of his
town and county should subscribe

High-Class
Agricultural Weekly
A

for a

of others
methods ami
improvements which are an invaluable
aid in securing the largest possible
profits from the farm, and with

to

Good Local

Weekly Newspaper
to

Rive him the experience

in all

keep him in touch with the doings
neighbors, the home markets,

of his

advanced

the

special matter
his family.

and all items of interest to himself

and family.

for every member <»|

The New-York
Tribune Farmer,

The Oxford Democrat,

Wheeler,

The Democrat, So. Paris, Me.

half miles an hour and 100
be threshed by the machine.
The drive wheels of this monster tracion engine are eight feet in diameter
ind have tires forty-eight inches wide,
)π winch are ruiges an ineu ami a nan
ind

lay

a

can

peons get their living easily and enjoy
life well. They delight iu music and
dancing, and women as well as men are
smokers.
Coekiighting is a favorite

amusement.
The peasant women are usually bareligh.
Eight men are employed on the thresh- footed and bareheaded, with mantillas
Half a minute after the header for special occasions. Their dress is a
er.
itarts to work the threshed grain begins short skirt and bodice or ^1 ample
:o fall into the sacks on the other side
frilled low necked garment failed a
from where it is cut, while the straw
Even the poorer classes are
'alls into a cart behind. The heads are pollera.
?anied away from the header by a bedecked with jewelry.

Iraper,

or

moving belt, forty-eight
They are carried through

nches wide.
colander, which breaks the beard from
;he barley and shells it at the same time,
;hen by a narrow belt through two
cleaners and finally to a bin, from which
The sacks are sewed and
t is sacked.
tet aside as fast as filled. When twelve
iacks have been filled they are allowed
X) slide off the cart on which they are
Likewise when
itacked to the ground.
:he straw cart is full it is dumped.
This giant automobile is sixty-six
'eet long and half as wide, weighing
It uses oil as fuel,
iver a hundred tons.
lecessitating the use of four horses to
jaul oil aud the water for the boiler us it

i>ave coal.

;ravels around largo areas.—Los Angeles
Elerald.

money.
There are, however, many ways in
which the coal bill may be considerably
lightened, even during the winter
months, when warm fires are of as much
importance to our health and comfort as
our daily food.
A fine sifter is necessary, first of all,
and there should be a special box for
cinders. Every day, as each stove is
cleaned, the ashes must be carefully
sifted, the cinders finding a place in their
own box, ready for backing up the fires
when fairly lighted; while the dust if
mixed with clay and sawdust, makes
into excellent fireballs. The latter is a
most economical means of keeping in
the kitchen lire when not required for
cooking between times.
A fire can be kept in winter all night,
if necessary, at a very small coet, if it is
built up carefully with coal cinders and
coal dust.
These little matters, if attended to,
will do wonders to assist in keeping
down what must be, in every household
in winter, one of the heaviest items of

The Sentimental One—Alas! many a
face conceals an aching heart.
The Literal Idiot—It seems to me

milling

hat an aching tooth would be
to be there.

ikely

more

CAUTION!

This is not a gentle word—but when
pou think how liable you are not to
purchase the only remedy universally
known and a remedy that has had the
argest sale of any medicine in the world
since 1808 for the cure and treatment of
Consumption and Throat and Lung
troubles without losing its great popularity all these years, you will be thankful we called your attention to Boschee'e
Serman Syrup. There are so
many
ordinary cough remedies made by druggists and others that are cheap and good
!or light colds perhaps, but for severe

Wooden

Shoe*.

Wooden shoes iu France are produced
to the extent of about 4.1)00,000 pairs
yearly. They are made 111 Alsace anil
Barriers by machinery and in Lozcre
by hand. In the last named province
1.700 persons are engaged in this manufacture, and the yearly product is
The
more than half a million pairs.
best are made of maple. In the prov-

inces nearly every lady possesses a
pair of the finer sabots for wearing out
in damp weather. These have monograms and other designs carved 011 the
vamps, and they are kept 011 the foot
by ornamented leather pieces over the
instep. The manufacture of these

pieces of leather is a
in France.

regular

a

housekeeper
For

elderly gentle40

to 60

pre-

Work will not be hard.

particulars apply

Send your

York

City,

about 16 years of age

boys

strong and who wish

are

opportuuity

an

to learn the shoe busi-

Good

positions
smart, capable boys.
Apply at once to
ness.

CHASE, MERRITT CO.,
Mechanic Falls, Me.
To

postal

ou a
a liberal

for
trlul

Signature
d

Dr. True9s Elixir

ever compounded—but
i· the surest and safest worm remedy
corrective it is unexcelled.
than that. As a tonic and general
and enriches the
cleanses
It tones stomach and howeis,
the veins.
Mood and sends renewed health tingling through
home
remedy. Hold
For over ΰΟ years the most popular
Write for free booklet ou
at all druggists, .Ίγη·.
"Children and Their Diseases."

it it more

Housekeepers

Send your address
premium offert* ami

Bears the

of children
Too often seemingly t ri UI η « complain;»
unnatural action
put ofTiia things of no consequence. Every
of careful investigation.
ι· η ■>·mptoin of disorder and deserving
of childhood sickWorm· more than anything el.ie are tiie cause
the effect of
Altai-king, <>· tliey do, the stomach and bowels,
r ness.
whole nystem mid made known
r their presence Is felt throughout the
erratic appetite, weak
by nervousness, peevishness disturbed sleep,
stomach and general lassitude.

to

open

are

copy.

Bad
Dreams

IN SHOE FACTORY.

who

sample

Iiu Kind Yet Han Aimait Bought

Boys Wanted
Several

New-Υοκκ

and address to Tu κ

naine

for free

CASTORIA for Infants and Children.

to

Selectmen of Norway.

our

«peels

ipiantlty of

Electro-Silicon'

/-n

OR. J. r. TRUE A. CO., Auburn, Me.

the famous silver polish used by owners of
uable Silverware all over the worltl.
"Silicon," 40 Cliff Street, New York.

In the past live years the number ο
banks in Boston lias been reduce*
more than one-thi d and the capita
very nearly one-third.

val-

PARKER'S
BALSAM

HAIR

Π<·»η·«·» and Ixautific» the hair.
Promote* a luxuriant growth.
hevcr Folia to Reatoro Grey
Hair to Its Youthful Color.
Cunt «-alp divaut & hair lulling.
JOc. anil j l.t «' at llruggi»;»

It cost New York cil y $2,07.3.341.1
to spend $8,012.30!» 12 for land in th
new Croton
watershed and $1,311.
OS'J.93 to spend $2,û'j7,373.12 for land

adjacent.
Brooklyn has nearly ten miles of wa
ter front and pretty nearly $."00,000.
000 worth of goods are stored there ev
ery year, and the city produces soiut
thing like $200,u00,000 worth of manu

an

man, a woman from

ferred.

business

TALES OF CITIES.

for

I.

i

Read This! Q U AKJili Jti A JN (jrΚ
MEATS of all
kinds at
able prices.

Soughs, Bronchitis, Croup—and especial- factures.
ly for Consumption, where there is diffiAn Odd Collection.
cult expectoration and coughing during
reasonexpenditure.—McCall's.
;he nights and mornings, there is nothAn entertainer who visited the I-'lji
cent
The
25
German
like
Syrup.
ng
islands and gave his performance beTo Conquer Worry.
tize has just been introduced this year.
fore the natives had the following reGet into gear! Banish worry. Rise Regular size 75 cents. F. A. Shurtleff
ceipts for one night: Four sucking pigs,
above it. Conquer the disease. Strug- i Co.
800 cocoa nuts, 1,(100 of a common class
gle against it until you win. Be not
Sausage, 10 cents per pound.
disheartened at repeated failures. DeWhen Mr. Smith started for lodge of moonstone collected on the beach,
10 cents per pound, or
feat but adds to your strength, if you meeting the other night he said to his 40 pearls, 23 model canoes, 200 yards Salt pork
eleven pounds for one dollar.
keep up the fight. The glories of the wife, "Mary, I believe I'll take the key, of native cloth, 42 Fiji costumes, 3
victory amply repay years of effort. "I "or I might have trouble in finding it whale's teeth, hundreds of sharks' Corned beef 4 cents per pound, or
never knew what happiness or success «•hen I get home.1'
"Yes," said his teeth, one or two cart loads of beautithirty pounds for one dollar.
really were, until I got rid of worry," wife, "and you'd better take the keyhole, ful coral, war
implements, such as

Boy.

green.
Few people take the trouble to think
427.—A
No.
Literary Nightmare: about the
boy who ie leaving childhood
Cooke.
Esten
John
Steele.
Annie
Flora
behind him, but I assure you he requires
Mabie.
Hamilton Wright
as much care as his sister at the same
age. We say he is clumsy and awkward,
that his feet and hands are all out of
ΓΟ CURE A COLD IN ONE DAY
proportion, and we quite ignore the fact
Pake Laxative Broiuo-Quinine Tablets. that this
"ugly duckling" will very
LU druggists refund tbe money if it
into the "swan" of
develop
probably
ails to cure.
E. W. Grove's signature
society. The growing boy is exceeding>n each box.
25c.
ly sensitive, though you may not thinlc
it, and to be ridiculed for hie changing
Gentleman—"What do you mean by voice, or roughly reproved for his uninι >utting
pocket?" tentional awkwardness is almost agony
your hand in my
..ight-Fingered Bill—"Excuse me, sir; to him. Praise and encouragement will
'm so absent-minded. I used to bave a bring out tho best that is in him. I
>air of trousers exactly like yours."
know many boys, and have a deep sympathy with them; and am sure that no
lad
with conscientious instincts would
WHAT'S IN A NAME ?
dream of doing a mean action, no matter
Everything is in the name when it how much
his playmates may try to
omes to Witch Hazel Salve.
E. C.
)eWitt A Co. of Chicago discovered goad him on; but nagging and "scolding"
will do a great deal to hurt his
ome years ago how to make a salve parents
If his conrom Witch Hazel that is a specific for pride and crush his spirit.
'iles. For blind, bleeding, itching and duct merits reproof, administer a quiet
word or
in private and then let the
irotrudlng Piles, eczema, cuts, burns, matter two He
will see and underdrop.
•ruises and all skin diseases DeWitt's
ialve has no equal. This has given rise stand that you trust him, and will try to
ο
numerous
worthless
counterfeits, live up to your standard.—McCall's.
ksk for DeWitt's—the genuine. Sold by
j \ A. Shurtleff A Co.
Hints.

\
j

j

:oo."

CURED

"ÂFTER

SUFFERING

10

spears, knobsticks and knives, native
mats and pillows and 7 grog bowls.

4

·■

I...-.-..

Stimson &

Penley,

Corner Western Ave. and Nichols St..

YEARS.

&
B. F. Ilare, Supt. Miami Cycle
Mfg. Co., Middletown, 0., suffered for
with
;en years
dyspepsia. He spent

How She Got Xew ClotlieM.

The

Maine.

Paris,
The lawyers at loin were swapping
yarns the other day during a recess in
iundreds of dollars for medicine and the district court. A
lawyer whose
WANTED.
with doctors without receiving any perwife is marked for her good dressing
manent benefit. He says, "One night
From 10 to 25 dressed shoats,
told how lie had come to be such a
while feeling exceptionally bad I was
to 140, delivered
from
ibout to throw down the evening paper good provider. Soon after he was mar! when I saw an item in tbo
ried his wife met a girlhood friend. at Soutli Paris depot, for which 5 1-2
paper regardcash on
j ng the merits of Kodol Dyspepsia Cure. The friend said to her that she wasn't cents will be
[ concluded to try it and while I had no as well dressed as she used to be beA. K.
;
ait h in it I felt better after the second fore marriage. "Oh,
South Paris.
you are mistaklose. After using two bottles I am en." said the wife. "I am
wearing the
( itronger and better than I have been in
same clothes 1 did then."—Kansas City
rears, and I recommend Kodol DysJournal.
>epsia Cure to my friends and acquaintj inces suffering from Stomach trouble."
Suitable Text.
Sold by F. A. Shurtleff ά Co.
"Dr. Thirdly is certainly an up to
Mrs. Good—"Tell me at once how date clergyman," said Fosdick.
Jeweler and Graduate
"So?" said Keediek.
ou learned that vile habit." Tuffy Mciutt—"Couldn't
do
it fur nuttin', mum,
"Yes, sir. One of his parishioners
:
>ut I'll teach yer how to smoke for 10 was killed
by the explosion of his auto:ents."
mobile, and the doctor took for the
text of his funeral sermon the Biblical
JUST ONE MINUTE.
account of Elijah going to heaven in a
Minute
Cure
relief
in
One
Cough
gives
chariot of fire."—Smart Set.
< me minute, because it kills the microbe
MAINE.
1 vliich
tickles the mucous membrane,
A Traitor.
< ausing the cough and at the same time
Ethel (aged six)—Oh, gracious! She's
< lears the phlegm, draws out the infiamShe's forever
> aation and heals and soothes the affectJust a horrid person.
<d
parts. One Minute Cough Cure wishing she was a ljoy.
WANTED.
* trengthens the lungs, wards off pneuMinnie (also six)—Well, I'm sure I
A few reliable persons to sell insurance
nonia, and is a harmless and never-fail- wish I was too.
i ng cure in all curable cases of Coughs,
Ethel—Of course, but she wishes it for the New York Life Ins. Co., with or
< Jolds and Croup. One Minute Cough
out loud so the boys can hear her.— without experience, male or female.
( hire is pleasant to tike, harmless and
Philadelphia Press.
For terms and particulars apply to
ί ood alike for young and old. Sold by
1 \ A. Shurtleff & Co.
T. S. BURNS, General Agent,
Inebriety,
90 Exchange St., Portland, Me.
The Benedick—"When I am away
Inebriety Is called a disease, but is a
f rom home my wife writes to me every disease of the will. As with the hysc ay."
The Bachelor—"Well, it's your teric. the Inebriate said, "I
FARM FOR SALE.
cannot;" it
c wn fault.
Why don't you leave her looked like "1 will not;" it is "I cannot
Farm for sale In K&et Sumner. 175 acres good
e nough money to last a few days?"
will."
Its successful treatment in- lanil, wood lot containing 400 cords hard wood,
30
volves the problem of how to rehabili- some oak, ash, hemlock and pine. Cute fromami
to 35 tons good hay, has apples, pears
a
tate a human will.—Exchange.
one mile from school, two miles
Located
plume.
I
from churches, store, post ofllcc and railroad,
and on telephone line. Address,
2 Day·
Left the Worry to the Doetor.
lures a Cold In One Day,
W. U. DOWNS,
Kant Sumner, Me. I
"How about that little bill?" asked
on every
the doctor.
South

weighing

nickel

rails

in the

QUAKER MODEL are easy
to remove as they are put
delivery.

S5

paid,

JACKSON,

■

HILLS,

Optician.

on

without bolts.
50 Cts.

D0Wn

George

50 CtS.

a

Week at

Hobbs'

W.

Variety Store, Norway.

LowestPrices inOxfordCounty.
NORWAY,

axative

βλ

ftromo

£ê

Quinine

Cripbi

Orangée eaten before breakfast have a I
35c
"Why, doctor," was the reply, "only
"Teacher—"Now Tommy, you have wonderfully beautifying effect on the
ii little while before you sent it in you
and
can
do
no harm if eaten
10 good excuse for staying away from complexion,
Browne—"There's no time in life when told me not to let anything worry me,
chool yesterday." Tommy—"Well, it in moderation.
Don't neglect the ten minutes' rest v roman doesn't get in more talk than κ ml I haven't."—Chicago Post.
s in't my fault."
Teacher—"It isn't?
® lan." Towne—"Oh, yes,
there
is."
\Thy?" Tommy—"'Cause I done my during the day, with the feet raised. It irowne—
"I'd like to know when?"
est to think up a good one."
gives the whole body a great sense of ί
He who has neither friend nor enemy
"owne—"During the marriage cere- Is without
repose, and works wonders in smoothing
talents, powers or energy.—
B îony."
out the lines on the face.
A VEST POCKET DOCTOR.
Lavater.
A very good remedy for relieving earNever in the way, no trouble to carry, ache is to fill a little
STOPS THE COUGH
bag of soft flannel
Fred—Retribution has Anally over
asy to take, pleasant and never failing with salt, and make this
hot in the
AND WORKS OFF THE COLD.
very
α results
are DeWitt's Little
taken that talkative Miss Chattlngton.
Early oven. Test it
cheek to
Laxative Bromo-Quinine Tablet* cure
tisers. ▲ vial of these little pills in the make sure it against your
Joe—Indeed! How, pray?
is not too hot, and then a oold in one
eat pocket is a certain guarantee against
day. No Cure, no Pay.
Fred—She married Windlcus, the bar
apply to the aching ear.
rioe
25
cent·.
liver
and
leadache, biliousness, torpid
A sure cure for nasal catarrh. Disber.—Philadelphia Inquirer.
11 of the ills resulting from constipation,
solve a teaspoonful of boracic acid
'hey tonic and strengthen the liver. Sold powder and a saltspoonful of salt in
Wife—"I suppose you think no woman
Platonic Lot*.
y F. A. Shurtleff à Co.
half a pint of boiling water.
Use ® per pauses to reflect?" Husband"Pa, what's platonlc love?'
about three times a day, lukewarm, by
Weil, I frequently see them pausing to
"It's generally a bunch of trouble li
Every man deplores a dog fight and | pouring a little into the palm of the b β reflected—when they pass a mirror,
disguise."—Exchange.
7 »u know."
β eta a lot of fan oat of watching on·.
hand and drawing through the nostril.
—

THE TRUE Ί F." DID IT

W. J.

Of course, it is groat economy to buy
the winter's coal in the summer; but in
many cases this is quite impossible, especially in small houses. There are two
reasons for this—want of accommodation, and, last but not least, want of

The Growing

SIMON STAHL,

MA-

One second hand Dyer & Hughes, six
NEW-YORK CITY,
South Paris, Me.,
octavo, walnut case, never been hurt,
will post you every week on all iui
îandling seventy-five tons, and which "harp"
that cost $12û, for £05.
will admirably supply your wants
akes the place of sixty horses, a header ford in St. Nicholas.
portant agricultural topics of the day.
( >r mowing machine, which cuts a swath
One second hand squire piano, a nice
for county news and prove a welcome
and show you how to make mooev
! hirty-six feet, and a threshing machine
Colombian Native*.
from the farm.
ono, for $114, worth $140.
visitor in every household.
The threshing machine
; ill
In Colombia the huts of the poor are
complete.
SEND FOR CATALOGUES.
Regular Price, $1.00 per Year.
Price, $1.50 per Year.
Regular
! ind header are run by a thirty-horse·
and
sides
of logs, with bamboo plaited
)ower engine, entirely separate from the
have
mud tilled chinks. The windows
j raction machine, save that they both
Sleepwooden shutters, but 110 glass.
same boiler.
the
Both of these papers one year for $1.75 if you send your order
from
steam
jet
are bamboo benches with
BILLINU8 BLOCK,
The apparatus moves over the ground ing places
with the money to
or hammocks
it different speeds, according to the hide thrown over them,
of vari- «ftiith Pnrlft,
IWnlne.
hickncss of the crop, while all the time woven by the women. Gourds
he header and thresher are going at ous shapes and sizes do duty for dishes,
ull speed, whether the grain be thick or spoons and knives. Chairs and benches
hin. The average speed made is three are hollowed logs of wood.
But the
We want to find
acres a
Tkibune Fabmkr, New

sends it to the bindery. When it returns
she has a valuable book on art or music
or something else, as the case may be.
—Ex.

No. 421.—Illustrated Primal Acrostic:
3.
2. Ivy.
1. Fishes.
Firecrackers.
G.
5. Candle.
4.
Hulling pin.
l>.
8. Cherries.
7. Acorn.
Radish.
says a friend.
12.
11. llake.
10. Envelope.
Knife.
No matter what may be the cause of
your worriment, to worry over it will do
Spade.
more harm than good.
"Then shall we
No. 422.—Anagram Verse:
'let things slide,' and not try to improve
If the world seems cold to you.
conditions?" By no means. But instead
Kindle tires to warm it.
of weakly worrying about them, tackle
I.et their radiance hide from view
them in earnest. Do a good day's work
Winters that deform U
whatever your duty or problem
423.—Bebeadments: Christmas at it,
No.
eat well, live simply, do as you
be;
may
2.
Holly
tree. Crosswords—1. C-andy.
would be done by, keep your head level,
(i.
5. S-now.
4. I-ce.
3. R-acket.
use your best judgment, drink in the in!>
8. A pple.
7. M-erry.
T-reasnre.
spiration of nature, seek the co-operaStocking. ίο. T-abor. 11. R-ose. 12 tion of tho spirit, acquire reposeful poise
—resourceful strength will come, you
E ntertain. 13. Energy.
Down, will sleep like a babe, worry will disapNo. 424.—Double Rhymes:
white, brown, sijjht. gown, light. Fair, pear, each day you will awake in a new
world and to a more glorious existence.
still, there, hill, prepare, thrill. Track,
"A thousand unseen bands
Fine
glide, back. ride, lack, wide.
Reach down to help you to their peace-crowned
Shout, line, about, time, out.
height·,
And all the forces of the firmament
No. 425.—A Diagonal: Gifts. Cross- Shall
fortify your strength."
words—1. (limcrack. 2. Mind. 3. Dif- —Good
Housekeeping.
fer. 4. Diction. 5. Press.
EverNo. 426.—tumbles: Mistletoe.

quantity desired.
LOTS

form a

(Philadelphia).

PHOTOGRAPHIC

J:t tlaiu St., South

name

too."
"But can you tell me anything Mr. 15.
said'.'"
"I couldn't repeat it exactly, m'm.
for it was a mixed up kind of sermon,
but it was very interesting." added tbe
maiden.

WOOD ASHES FOR SALE
LOAD

IX>.— \ddltiona.

"Please, m m." said Mary, twisting
tbe corner of ber apron, "I've forgotten
tbe text, but it was about young men."
"Ob, reallyV" said tbe lady. "And
what else was it about?"
"Please, ui'in, it was about young

THE OXFORD DEMOCRAT.

Corner Main and DanfortH Sts.,

CAR

4. îjins.

women

the Farmer
or

οοοο

mestic.

per year in advance. Subscriptions may begin now and will be sent
The only condition
until Jan. 1, 1!H>0.
attaching to thin proposition is that all
to

ο

Very lntereittliiK.
"What was tbe sermon about today,
Mary';" inquired a mistress of ber do-

at

subscriptions

οοοο
ο

C anil competent form a cbain.
C and to stir up form to dissipate.

THE OXFORD DEMOCRAT

Chas. F. Ri

In any

οοοο

οοοο

οοοο

meat.

The New England Farmer

new ones.

NORWAY,

Prophet.

.\u.

in connection with

patterns and clean

out odd

3.

Masons.

By a special arrangement with the
I publishers we are enabled to offer that
best of all agricultural papers

—

Carpets

Wool

etc.

Telephone Connection.

SOLTH PAULS, MB.

ο

οοοο
ο

ο

υ

C and a boy's

Special

A LOW PRICE

for

ο

οοοο

I.—1. Λη ancient poet. 2. A tree of
3. Above your Lead.
several spe< ies.
4. To challenge. Couuecting words: A
quoit. An inelosurc·.
II.—1. A comb for wool. 2. Inclosed
4. A native of
3. Restraint.
space.
Denmark. Connecting words: Exploit.
Brink.
III.—1. To give in doses. 2. Above.

ICE AND COAL,
Hair, Brick, Sand, Plaster,

oooo

ο

ο

Ο

οοοο

Dealers in

R< cords, Blanks, Horns, and

Ο

THAT

Magpie,

Here le ru anecdote illustrative of
the magr*·*·? love of mischief and of
was a Held wherein clothes
sport: 'J
were ofte«i Aung out to dry on posts
which wore let down into deep wooden
sockets burled in the ground and were
carricd away and put under cover when

Things of the 19th century have been
lardly known in the Philippine Islands
intil very recently. The people there they were
;ot along with 18th century methods ran round

"Fiction,"
"Music,"
"Ilistory,"
Wheu ihc seveu objects in the above "Verse," etc. Every article is put into
illustration, which is adapted from St. the envelope where it belongs, according
And in one envelNicholas, have been rightly guessed to its classitication.
will bo articles from four or live or
and the names placed %one below an- ope
more magazines, according to the numother in the order given, the zigzag be- ber available.
When a sufficient numKodol Mftcts What Yoa Eat
lettween the first and second row of
ber of articles, say a thousand, have acand relieves the stomach of all nervoi ;
ters will sp«'ll the name of an annual cumulated in any one envelope, she arstrain and the heart of all pressure:
holiday.
ranges them in the order in which she
BMtkaaaty. Si.00 Size holdlne 2X Uaas thetrtd
wishes to have them, numbers the pages
atM. which mUs for 50c.
No. 43l.-(Hiincotc<l Square·.
anew with a pen, makes out a complete
»i perad 6*1.0. DeWITT * OO., OH I OA—
index for the front of the volume, and
III.
II
1
Sold by F. A. Shurtleff)AiCo.
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REALIZING
IS IN

Tie MUchicTooa

Century.

nd materials until American occupamay be suc- ion made them realize that the 20th
managed. Amateur
but
cessful in other matters,
they gener- entury was hore.
ally make a failure of the food proposiWhile living over rivers of oil they
tion.
iad a scant supply imported from RusThe nurse is usually to blame when
ia. Now wells have been eunk and the
the patient will not take enough food. latives are getting a little light on their
She will bring a huge plateful of jelly or
ormer ignorance.
a big bowl of beef tea to him, and he
Ships are landing on the islands mawill reject it with disgust, because the
that truly astonishes the natives.
hinery
eight of so much food is distasteful. If Vhere they have been scratching the
she brought a few spoonfuls at a time oil to raise poor crops, they are now
and served them daintily, he would be
ilowing deep furrows and getting someglad to eat.
hing near the value of a productive soil.
Give little food at a time, and give it
!dged tools without edges, and with
often. That which is eaten willingly
a Spaniard,
emper uncertain as that of
and with relish is far bettor than double lave been sot aside for axes, picks,
the amount swallowed with disgust.
hieels, drills, saws and shovels that
If a time is fixed for the patient's □ean much more and better work with
meals, always be punctual. If kept ess expenditure of human effort.
waiting, most sick people lose their deThe worst known appliances that
sire to eat, and will reject the food when >oasted of the name "tools" are being
it is brought to them.
eplaced by the very best instruments of
Be careful never to leave food in the
nbor known to our highest civilization,
sick room in the hope that the patient iteam
forms
power in its most perfect
Miss Florence
may pat it presently.
s being applied where it was no more
Nightingale, the world's most famous mown than it was with ue a century
nurse, says this will simply prevent him
go.
from taking food at all.
The people are learning for the first
Never take a large quantity of anyime that hills can be cut down and valbemore level,
thing at one time, thinking that
eys filled up to make roads
cause the patient had liked it before he
ο that larger loads can be hauled with
of
out
cases
will like it again. In nine
ouch less effort than ever before. The
ten a sick person's appetite is very cateam shovel that with one motion of its
be
should
pricious. His food, therefore,
ron jaws takes up more material than a
varied as much as possible.
lozert natives could shovel out in an enDon't rely too much on beef tea. It is
ire day is an object of absolute wonder.
a useful stimulant, but is not really
In fact, the Filipinos are only beginit
to
as
most
people suppose
nourishing,
ting to learn that the world has been
be.
ictually moving since Magellan landed
Be particularly careful to serve every- in their shores and
gave them the name
Glass
thing in the daintiest style.
>f "robbers."—New York Herald.
should be bright, silver burnished, napkins lily white, and saucers free from
The Largest Harvester.
slops. These little details will make all
is said to be the largest automoWhat
the difference in the patient's appetite.
' >ile in the world, and the largest com·
Always make sure that the patient is ' >ined
harvester, as well, is now at work
placed in a comfortable position to eat
and drink, and be careful that no crumbs ■ in a big ranch in central California,
vhere it is being used in cutting 40,000
are left in the bed.—McCall's.
icres of barley. The big machine conof
Clever Woman's use for old Maga- ;ists of a traction engine, capable

together; somebody's always borrowing
magazine and forgetting to return it,
and. for another reason, because, as she
says, while bound volumes of magazines
look well on a library shelf, nobody

A.W. Walker & Son,

Catalogues

CHINERY

a

a

oooo

Berlin,

I ILIPIN0S JUST

Sick Peraon.
Few things are more difficult than to
get a sick person to take nourishing
food, and no task, as a rule, is worse
How io Feed

A clever woman has devised a new
She doesn't
use for old magazines.
bind them, for one reason, because of
the bother in keeping all of the numbers

Are duo to
one

Correspondence on topic·
UftoQclted. Addree«: Editor ΗΟΝΒΜΑΚΒ·*'
Column, Oxford Democrat, Parla. Maine.

zines.
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SOUTh PARIS, ME.

Weak
Hearts

can

W. H. Winchester,

\v. 43».—Diamond.
1. In Saturday. 2. A small piece of
anything. 3. A large and powerful
wild animal found in southern Asia.
I. A oeverage. 5. In Saturday.

Kidney Pills

Φ
Washing and ironing done in first
Will call for and
class manner.
deliver clothes in South Paris.

ΚΣ 7-8-9-10-11-12.

Doan's

Me.

County,

goes.

aerself.
That the delegate 1-2-3 4-5 a G-7-8-9
mil no unseemly 7-8-9, hut the 7-S-910-11-12 did not suit the G-7-S-9-10-11-12.
[hough, being tried, it gave him 1-2-3-4-

aching.

WHEELER, Agent,

South Paris, Oxford

year

So. 42».—Prosrrvnaive Enlrmit.
"1-2 3-4-5-<» 7-8 9-10 that he bas stolen
mil hidden a way," said Madge, but all
[lie time she was painfully conscious
tbat she still had l-2-3-4-5-t>-7-S-9-10

SO WEARY.

of July 13,19U2.

one

of lntenat to the ladle
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com os
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From the Boston Herald, the leading
issue !
newspaper of New England, in its

4W.-Rlddl*meree.

In Juck and in Jill;
In James, not In Bill;
In Anne, not in Belle;
In Eunice, not In Nell;
In Mark and in Pat;
In Mary, not in Mat;
In Harry, not in Mose.
Whole first is when the new

Skipped

HOMEMAKERS' COLUMN.

i. WALDO

DO YOU WANT STEADY

NASH,

Licensed Taxidermist,

EMPLOYMENT AT GOOD PAY?
We want men over all New England to
work for ue selling nursery stock.
Steady job, pay weekly, experience not
necessary, exclusive territory, outfit
free. Apply at once.

MASONfO BLOCK,

felephone Connection.

NORWAY. I

FALL BARGAIN LIST
of 200 of

the best trades In New

England, Just oat,

FRKK for
stamp; a few with crops, stock
and tools Included, on easy
terms. If you want to get a
sale send for our description blanks. Over
1%) sales to men from 1U states since Mar. 16,
1908, is our guarantee to you that our
methods are right- D. M. French, local
corn

shop, Norway.
a3 Ueloe Mutual
Bldg.. Portland, Πβ.

A <firwui,
Strnut
Ε Λ·
•

Mention thli paper.

99 A.

Main Street.

quick

—

agent,

HOMER N. CHASE & CO., Auburn, Me
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